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Prologue


XLIVM¾I

I don’t know anymore how it all started. Sometimes I suspect that it began much
FIJSVIXLEX-JSYRHQ]WIPJWMXXMRKMRXLEXTPERI¾]MRK2SVXLLERKMRKMRXLIEMV
above that scattered forest on islands between lakes. There was a man talking to
a French girl behind me. At some point he looked through the window, and said
MRE¾EXFVIEXL±]SYORS[XLIVI´WRSXQYGLSJER]XLMRKETEVXJVSQ[SSHWYT
here...”
For the last year, my photographic production - and actually my everyday life has been almost entirely oriented towards the forest, running after stories and
people chasing prey into the woods.
I always found those moments, when hanging in between two worlds, very
special, and somehow quite violent. Like a spatial and temporal break that
happens so quickly, a thousand meters high above the world, while everything
VIQEMRWSRXLI¾SSVSJIEGLVIWTIGXMZITVIWIRX
Often, people would ask me why I decided to leave, why go to Finland? Although
it’s not so far away, and after all, wasn’t it quite a logical direction?
At that time, I was looking at a new territory and facing the challenge of creating
new images from an empty page. In fact, I didn’t know anything about the school
which became a new ground for the coming story, nor about the people who
helped me to trace it, page after page.
And today, I certainly have forgotten many of the small accidental details that
comprised my journey through the Finnish winter for few years, and much further away.
Perhaps it always ends and starts somewhere hanging in the air.
I was listening to some music, a song titled 6M¾IEWXSV][MXLTISTPI±GSQMRK
from the woods”, and eventually the desire to face the lack of home.

1 On Metsästä – From The Woods

The premises
movements and encounters
I started to work on 1IXWmWXm when I moved to Finland, in fall 2010. Two years
later the book came out, published by Kehrer Verlag in September 2012.
Before, I was working on the hunting thematic in Switzerland and France ('LEW
WIW,YRXMRK+EQIW Ed Infolio, 2010). At the same time, the photography department of Aalto University accepted my application for the Master programme in
TLSXSKVETL]8LI½VWXTVSNIGXEPPS[IHQIXSFYMPHETIVWSREPETTVSEGLXLEX-
continued to develop once in Finland.
%JXIVQ]½VWXWMKRM½GERX[SVO6YVEP7GIRIW (2008), the hunt came as a natural
theme for questioning our perception and relationship with nature and wild
life. The hunting community becamea a precious and inspiring context that I
decided to keep exploring once in Finland. At the same time, I really wanted
to develop another working direction, different from the discourse I had with
Chasses, where it was a matter of being really involved in the heart of the hunt,
with a focus on representing the prey and the predator both with admiration
and repulsion. But once in Finland, I felt tempted by the possibility of heading to
the woods again, to explore a part of the Finnish culture and meet with people
outside the student community.
When 1IXWmWXmcame out, I left to the School of Visual Arts in New York for half
a year. This experience was considerably enriching and I spent a lot of time in
the well-stocked library and book shops that were available there. When Finland
was an amazing context to create and produce, where I ultimately found a very
precious working group of friends with the collective 1EERERXEM, which evolves
in a great and unsuspected way since 2011.
I think this combination of experiences and relationships together with my initial
educative background in Switzerland, the continuation in Finland, the publication
work with a German publisher, as well as my passage in the US; all helped me to
FYMPHERHEWWIQFPIXLITVIWIRXVI¾IGXMSRXLEXMWRSXLMRKQSVIXLERXLIGSQFMnation of those multiple facets.
This morning the postman brought-VMW+EVHIR, the last book published by Alec
Soth’s Little Brown Mushroom. The book ends with a quote from John Cage:

±1]MRXIRXMSRMRTYXXMRKXLIWXSVMIWXSKIXLIVMRERYRTPERRIH[E][EWXS
suggest that all things – stories, incidental sounds from the environment, and, by
extension, beings – are related. And that this complexity is more evident when it
MWRSXSZIVWMQTPM½IHF]ERMHIESJVIPEXMSRWLMTMRSRITIVWSR´WQMRH²
Turning the pages of this nicely scattered book, I smiled thinking of how good

this sentence sumed-up the feeling I have this morning when trying to trace the
beginning of my work. When I take a bigger step back for wider look at various
premises for this work, at its deep foundation, what I realize is the hazardous
dimension of a chain made up of a succession of small incidents coming from an
YRHIXIVQMRIHWXEVXMRKTSMRX;LEX-WIIEVITMIGIWSJWMKRM½GERXQSQIRXWYRconscious decisions mixed with futile details, intuitions and blind beliefs together
with determining encounters, u-turns and mistakes, silent words and whispered
wishes thrown by chance, or not.
And somewhere in-VMW+EVHIR, John Cage continues:

±1V6SQERSJJMWMRXLIQYWLVSSQGPEWW,IMWETLEVQEGMWXERHXEOIW
GSPSVWPMHIWSJXLIJYRKM[I½RH  1V6SQERSJJWEMHXLISXLIVHE]±0MJIMWXLI
sum total of all the little things that happen. Mr. Nearing smiled.”
Framework, conceptualization and inspirations
Early on, what interested me particularly in Finland was the easiness of the
people to sway between the urban and the natural world - what I perceived
as a sort of inherent attachment to nature, and thus for the forest. I am still not
sure how much it was based essentially on a personal impression related to my
previous implication with the natural world, or part of a more objective feeling.
,S[IZIVVIEPor TVSNIGXIH, this new context was an interesting framework for
observing what I perceive as a larger phenomenon of contemporary a desire for
naturalness, and that feeling was strong enough to ground a story there.
When working on 1IXWmWXm, I think I literally built an imaginary framework,
whose main pattern would GSQIJVSQXLI[SSHW, and would imply an intrinsic relationship or belonging to a kind of forest environment. It was maybe also a sort
of state of mind, a slight obsession with the woods, or just a way of looking.
,S[IZIV[MXLMRXLEXJVEQI[SVO1IXWmWXm is built on different levels. One of
them is cultural, and deals essentially with themes related to the Finnish culture,
such as the sauna scenes and related objects. This aspect of the project was a
way to discover and to meet with a new culture and its symbols. But also a way
to depict it with a certain distance, looking at it from the point of view of an
outsider.
One part of my inspiration came directly from popular stories and myths related
to the forest. I became interested in the way some of them were related to very
banal items of our everyday life. 7EQTSfor instance, is the brand of a popular
matchbox and is related to a famous and mysterious object in the
1 The Matchbox, in Metsästä p50.
Sampo is also the name of one
/EPIZEPE- the national epic of Finland.
of the character appearing in the
On another level, this work deals with a wider questioning of a
book p63.
the perception of nature, as a symbol of authenticity, freedom,

escape etc. Again partly rooted in the Finnish identity, but also part of an idealized system of urban contemporary representations, where nature and wildlife
is admired and consumed, and where the frontier between authentic and fake
REXYVIMWFPYVVIH,YRXMRKEGXWEWETVIXI\XJSVMRXIVVSKEXMRKXLIWIVIPEXMSRWLMTW
and representations.
I spent much time comparing with my hunting trips with my everyday life in
,IPWMROMXLITISTPIEVSYRHQIERHXLIZIV]FEREPEWTIGXWSJQ]RIMKLFSYVhood, those common and somehow uninteresting places.2 -RXMEROEXY for instance,
is probably one of the best example of this category of vernacular
2 For instance: Intiankatu p27,
7RS[FIVV]FYWLIWT/YQTYPE
scenes. This picture -a winter street view- has nothing spectacular
p57.
to it, but it belongs to the important images that create a scene, a
ground (- anchorage) for the narrative, a setting where the story
can take place.
A story that also has a biographic level, simply recounting my personal journey,
my own escape and quest of the unknown. That detachment from the familiar
context turned out to include a wide range of inspiring feelings such as lack,
MRGSQTVILIRWMSRMQTSWWMFMPMX]JEWGMREXMSREHQMVEXMSRERHMHIRXM½GEXMSR SV
RSRMHIRXM½GEXMSR 8SHE]-TIVGIMZIXLIWIJIIPMRKWEWVIEPGSRWXMXYIRXWSJXLITLStographs, as well as concrete cause of thrill (tension or so called suspense) giving
rhythm to the narrative of this book.

±%WSVXSJMQTPMGMXXLYHSJZMSPIRGIMWP]MRKYRHIVRIEXL²3
3 From Metsästä: in After an
elusive world, On settings and
EXQSWTLIVIW%RRE/EMWE6EWXIRberger

1IXWmWXm in fact, is an impossible story to tell with words. It does not follow a
main character along the way, who would evolve through different situations;
rather it is made of successive encounters with several characters appearing in
turns. Each of them, guardians of a narrative inside the narrative.
Finally I believe that 1IXWmWXm is foremost the story of a place and the response
to personal impressions related to this place, with a desire to catch and to renderP´IWTVMXHIWPMIY\4 A place that certainly cannot be located precisely in the outside world, existing eventually only in between the pages of that book.
4 The spirit - or sense of place

In the form of a book
-WXEVXIHWMQYPXERISYWP]XSWLSSXXLI½VWXMQEKIWSJ1IXWmWXm and to develop the
idea of making a book out of that coming work. I imagined the possibility of the
book in connection with the Festival Images in Switzerland, where my work was
awarded and selected for a coming exhibition.That Festival is taking place in the
town where I studied before leaving to Finland, and the prospect of bringing my
work back home was a nice motivation. I also knew there would be a context of diffusion for the book with a sort of launching and a possible support from the festival.
It was a context of production with a concrete deadline and once again, just a good
pretext.
&YX½VWXMX[EWEGLEPPIRKIHYIXSXLITVSGIWWSJFSSOQEOMRK[LMGLMRGPYHIW
several factors - technical and human, from the conceptualizing and image making
TEVXXS½RERGMRKHIWMKRGSRGITXMSRXLIUYIWXMSRSJXLIXI\XWERHGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL
EYXLSVW[SVO[MXLXLITYFPMWLMRKXIEQERHXLIGSRXI\XSJGMVGYPEXMSRSJXLI½REP
object.
Beyond this attractive and very complete TEGOEKISJI\TIVMIRGIW, my interest in
book-making was also a simple response to the desire to create a story with images,
playing with very different photographic genres, allowing them to co-exist and looking at how they could complete or confront each other between the pages.
Photography functions most of the time in series -even when an image has its independent story, but in the book form, probably more then in any other aspect, some
pictures make sense only because of the whole, as a response to others. Inside the
narrative of the book I discovered how they can be the bridge-images, the ones that
allow you to breathe, to rest, to move on, to stop.
About 1IXWmWXm.}VK'SPFIVKTYFPMWLIHSRLMWFPSK±-XQMKLXRSXFIXLEXGSMRGMHIRtal that as the sheer number of photographs made every day is exploding, photobooks are becoming more complex, combining photographs that previously would
have been carefully kept apart.”5
5 Jörg Colberg, Conscientious,
book reviews, 4 oct 2012:
http://www.jmcolberg.com/
weblog/

I actually think that the MHIESJXLIFSSOMR¾YIRGIHERHSVMIRXIHQ]
way of producing images - and not only my selection and editing of
the body of work. It helped me to look for missing parts, chapter after
chapter, when I was taking pictures and HIWMKRMRKthe story.
As I mentioned earlier, when talking about my inspirations there are different chapters spread inside the overall story.The result is that these chapters are not necessary distinguishable, but they structured the work during the development process. I
[EWGSRGVIXIP]WLSSXMRKMQEKIWXV]MRKXS½PPKETWSVMRSVHIVXSFEPERGIQ]
discourse, and to orient it. Which I think, is a very different way of working than
creating a book afterwards from an existing body of work, where the story is the
result of a work of reaction with editing and sequencing. When done the other way
it requires rather a work of anticipation, projection and pre-conceptualization.

This gets back to the recurring question of sceptical or worried photographers: is
it possible to make a good book with a poor body of work? I heard that question
a dozens of time in different lectures on photo-book making. I think that question
EQSYRXWXSEWOMRK½VWX[LEXQEOIWEKSSHFSH]SJ[SVO8LITSMRXXEPOMRKEFSYX
narratives in photography books, is rather to be able to see that some types of
works have a high narrative power, whereas others do not (- which does not mean
that they are less good, or less interesting, or less appealing).
I tend to think that works holding an intrinsic REVVXMZILSSH6 make more interesting photo-books, simply because the book form suits, supports and
6 To be understood in this context as: of narrative nature, related
encourages naturally the narrative happening.The book as a medium
XSMXWIWWIRGI EJXIV(,IVQER
MWEP[E]WEWYGGIWWMSRSJWIUYIRGIHQSQIRXWEW[IPPEWXLIHI½RMXMSR
MR±7XSV]0SKMG9RMZIVWMX]SJ2Ibraska Press, Lincoln and London,
of story. 7
2002”)

7 More in the next chapter:
III Narrative substance.

That said - and to get back to the different ways of constructing and
thinking a photobook and its narrative, either upstream or downstream - both are interesting attitudes and can end in very good
results. But I think it is important to make the following distinction at this stage: on
one side, the upstream scenario correspond to Christian Patterson’s 6IHLIEHIH
4IGOIV[SSH. Patterson probably did not know with certitude and from the beginning
that his work would make a publication, but he intended it that way, and was aware
of the high narrative power of his subject.

In the second part of his article about sequencing the photobook in the Aperture
4LSXSFSSO6IZMI[+IVV]&EHKIVWEMH±-XLIPTWMJ]SYORS[XLIWXSV]]SY[ERXXS
tell, but often the act of making the sequence itself is the act, not of shaping the story
but actually generating it.” 8
And thus, he also comments on the risk of resulting in a loose assem8 Gerry Badger, Sequencing the
photobook, part 2: Aperture Phoblage of photographs because of lack of initial intention. But of course
XSFSSO6IZMI[JEPP
it is not that simple, in some cases - as we shall see later, loosing sense
is the actual intention of the narrative (-or anti-narrative) construction.
I think that the second scenario, the down stream approach or ETSWXIVMSVMcollation
of images which enables one in some case to generate the story, is still the most
frequent one and corresponds to a book like 2MRI2EQIPIWW1SYRXEMRWby Maanantai, where the initial intention of the work was not to function in a book following a
story-line, but where a narrative has been nevertheless elaborated within the book
object. Or, even better example; the previously mentioned -VMW+EVHIRedited by Alec
Soth, where all the images shot by William Gedney a while ago were not predestined to be put together -and even less made to be associated with John Cages’s
texts.Yet, a new narrative starts there.
8SKIXFEGOFVMI¾]XSXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLIREVVEXMZIMR1IXWmWXm it might be
tempting to ask directly: what was actually the story you wanted to tell? Jerome
&VYRIVPMWXWMR±8LIREVVEXMZIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJVIEPMX]² several features of narrative
and names one of them: LIVQIRIYXMGGSQTSWEFMPMX]Bruner refers to narrative in the

text, and even though it might sound like an indigestible notion, I found it interestMRKXSOIITMRQMRH±8LI[SVHLIVQIRIYXMGMQTPMIWXLEXXLIVIMWEXI\XSVEXI\X
analogue, through which somebody has been trying to express a meaning and from
which somebody is trying to extract a meaning.This in turn, implies that there is a
difference between what is expressed in the text and what the text might mean, and
furthermore that there is no unique solution to the task of determining XLImeaning
of XLMW expression.”
In any case, 1IXWmWXm is a story that cannot be read like a tale, and thus
.IVSQI&VYRIV8LI2EVVEXMZI
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
that cannot be told like a tale, but I wanted these images to be close
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVto the experience of a dream, to be astride the trip and the dream. A
sity of Chicago, p7
travel into a dream, that would be sometimes very close to the real.
Those are notions part of the spirit of that work and they are very strongly related
to my perception of what the [SVPH*MRPERH meant to me during the time I was making the images. Some dreams are more structured than others, more or less realistic,
but often, we don’t really know how we ended up in this or that situation, we don’t
really know how it starts, how it transforms, and the characters are not always clearly
MHIRXM½EFPIRIMXLIVXLITPEGIWXLMRKWEVISJXIRQM\IHYTERHXLI]GLERKIGSRWXERXP]
appearances.
%W&VYRIVWE]WEKEMR±REVVEXMZIWEVIEFSYXTISTPIEGXMRKMREWIXXMRK²10 And I think
that another important element of the construction of the narrative
10 Jerome Bruner, The Narrative
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
in my work is that sort of setting: the woods, where everything takes
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVplace. Characters and objects go on stage and leave it in a succession
sity of Chicago, p7
of moments, till the end: the last image has a very important role, and
suggests the[EOIYTof the reader, with a photograph where it seems
that the sun is rising in an orange sky beyond the forest.
Intention and problematic
My thesis work consists in my experience in making a photo-book and and my
knowledge of the photo-book medium at this present moment. Firstly, this experience developed through and around the publication of my book 1IXWmWXm and
the realization of the book itself is a big part of my thesis work, as well as it was an
important part of my studies.
-RXLI½VWXGLETXIV-GSQQIRXIHSRXLI[E]-FYMPXQ]S[R[SVOLS[XLMWWXSV]MW
structured, why and how I chose the book form. Next, I will talk about the context
of the photo-book, (the photo-book sphere, or landscape) its actual functioning and
KMZIWTIGM½GLMRXWXLVSYKLMRXIVZMI[W[LMGL-LSTIFVMRKERSXLIVXSREPMX]XSXLMW
VI¾IGXMSR8LI½VWXSRI[MXL0IWPI]1EVXMR TYFPMWLIV%TIVXYVI&SSOWERHIHMXSV
%TIVXYVI4LSXSFSSO6IZMI[97% SYXPMRIWE[MHITMGXYVISJHMJJIVIRXXLIQIWJVSQ
the changes and tendencies of the photo-book making, to different approaches of
publishing and different audiences.The second discussion with Klaus Kehrer (publisher: Kehrer Verlag, DE) is more technical, and oriented on the publishing system

and the market of the photobook. And the last interview with Christian Patterson
(photographer, USA) approaches the making of his book and his strategies of book
making.
In the third part, I discuss narrative constitution from a theoretical point of view,
VIJIVVMRKXSSXLIVQIHME8LIVI-XEOIEGPSWIVPSSOEXXLIHI½RMXMSRSJREVVEXMZI
how it works in photography, in a series of images, and in relation with verbal narratology? I examine some notions, such as REVVEXMZMX]or XIPPEFMPMX] putting them in the
perspective of the photobook medium, and trying to identify different conditions
for REVVEXMZILETTIRMRK In this part I have decided to include few thoughts from Lyle
6I\IV GVMXMGERHXIEGLIV7GLSSPSJ:MWYEP%VXW2=' PMOIIGLSIWXSQ]XLMROMRKXLEX
intersperse my text.
Lastly, I got inspired by some of Gerry Badger’s propositions published in the AperXYVI4LSXSFSSO6IZMI[WERHTVSTSWIXSPMWXEWIPIGXMSRSJTLSXSFSSOWEGGSVHMRK
to a more concrete and analytic angle, establishing a personal methodology, or clasWM½GEXMSRSJHMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJREVVEXMZIMRTLSXSFSSOW0MOIXLMW-XIQTXXSMHIRXMJ]
different narrative modes, different architectures of photo-books, from classical and
traditional ways, to experimental and more complexes ones.
I deliberately did not want to focus this text mainly on the analysis of my own photographic production for several reasons: my book contains a discussion that opens
my photographic process for anyone willing to know more about the main ideas
and themes behind my work. I also wished to look around further, rather than being
focussed on my process in detail, and let the viewer project his own vision on my
work, following the supposed and desired function of this book; a moment of escape,
of intimate wandering. Furthermore, I found interesting to re-place my work in a
larger context and to put it in perspective, looking at different photography books
and the way they are constructed.
%RH½REPP]-XVMIHXSOIITMRQMRHLS[XLMWTETIVGSYPHFIERMRXIVIWXMRKWSYVGI
SJVI¾I\MSRWERHMHIEWJSVJYXYVIWXYHIRXWER]SRIMRXIVIWXIHMRTLSXSFSSOWERH
hopefully other photo-book makers.
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2 On current Photobook context and publishing

A discussion with Lesley Martin
Lesley Martin is publisher at Aperture Books and editor of the Apertue Photobook review. She is very present on the photobook scene and regularly takes
part in juries and talks, etc. I met her in December 2012 at the Aperture Gallery
in NYC where we had the following discussion.
Anne Golaz: I would like to start by asking you a few general questions to get to know who you are.
For how long have you been working at Aperture?
Lesley Martin: For a long time actually. I started as an intern in 1995. But I went away, then came back,
then left again, worked for another small publishing company, and then I came back.
AG: Where are you coming from in terms of background and education? Rather from a photographic
background, or from an academic background?
LM: When I went to school, I knew I loved photography and I knew I loved books. But my bachelor is a
bachelor of philosophy with a minor in photography. I spent the most of my time with books at the architecture library. My thesis was about Robert Mapplethorpe and how society can fear images, or believe in
the power of images.
AG: Thanks, that helps me to create a landscape around you. Within this long period of time at Aperture,
how did you see the publishing house evolve?
LM: I feel that I have seen a shift from the past. An example of how it has change is that when I left
Aperture in 2000 one of the projects that the director really wanted me to be involved with a re-issue of
Kamaitashi by Eikoh Hosoe. There wasn’t really an audience for that kind of specialized book, very expensive and printed in a limited edition. But that model is now a model for so many people to follow. Already
other people were doing this type of very specialized limited edition, but it was just not part of our
vocabulary as a publisher. And that very specialized, very obsessive audience didn’t really exist yet, either.
AG: That makes me think of what we call experimental publications or artists books and I would like to
know what is your position from the Aperture situation, being a quite traditional and well-established
publishing house?
LM: Yes. We just celebrated our 60th anniversary. And Aperture was founded by very classic photographers. Edward Weston for instance is the artist we published the most. But in the recent history, i’ve always
been interested of how we can push the boundaries of Aperture Books. And we still do work in a way that
you might consider very classical, but I think that we can do both. We have done very small artist editions
using print on demand for instance. But you have to understand that there are limited editions and also
what we call trade books. It’s the trade publishing area that’s really changing so much. (When I say trade
publishing I mean sellers like Barnes & Noble, Amazon, etc.) I think on one hand, we are still quite good
at reaching a trade audience, people like my dad and my cousins who could be interested in a photography
books too. On the other hand, the art-book publishing is also very interesting and changing. And that
area is driven by artists.

AG: About this more specialized area, I would like to ask you what you think of the recent success of Mack
Books, with books like Vanilla Partner (by Torbjorn Rodland, 2012) or Le Luxe (by Roe Ethridge, 2011);
how do you see that type of quite complex publication with the distance you have? Could it be a sort of
fashionable tendency?
LM: I think it reaches an audience of people who are very specialized in photography and photo-books
and that audience is growing. It’s still very niche, but Mack is somebody who will publish in very small
editions, like 1’000 copies so he is not trying to reach the larger trade audience, and he does his own
distribution. Which is a huge part of the whole equation, he has a small team and sells to a hundred
accounts only. He can sell the whole1’000 copies, and that’s his success. It’s a very smart model, and I think
he also has very good taste; he does have his finger on the pulse of the trends of a certain type of photo-book making.
AG: But has this type of business model, small and specialized, already existed before?
LM: Yes, and no. I think it’s all about the distributions, because it’s just how you get your books to the
book store. It’s quite complicated, but that trade business model used to be the only model. There used
to be a lot of book stores and there was no sales online at all. So you had to have very good distributors,
who would know were they could sell which book. And that’s a certain talent that is not really necessary
anymore. The internet has become so strong, not only at selling directly to customers but also to promote
the books. And before that online network, you had to rely on going to a near by bookstore, to find good
things.
AG: Right, that’s about the functioning of the machine somehow, but if we talk about the types of narrative
in books like Vanilla Partner or Le Luxe, it’s also a very special type of narrative construction.
LM: Well, I also think the way of reading photographs has changed. The sophistication of the viewer has
grown, and people are more paying attention to how they would read a photo-book. I think before people
had a very linear from A to B to C to D way of reading, and now they are more accustomed to complex
and disjointed ways of reading. And again, i think it’s because of the internet, or i tunes, to some degree.
The comparison with music industry is good in the sense of how we would listen a record, from the begging to the end. And now, one minute of classic rock and one minute of Bach, and people can follow that.
AG: Right, but what do you do with this desire to make sense in assembling photographs? Even Christian
Patterson who works with a quite disjunctive type of narrative confessed that he need a certain path.
LM: I think we always create sense, and we always try to communicate a feeling even if it is a feeling of
disruption instead of smooth narrative. And it is the same with current ways of movie making, look at
how much more layered they are. This must be related to the fact that the habit of viewing has changed.
In the photo-book market this complex way of creating narrative does not have any place on the trade
though. Christian Patterson’s book sold super well and is built in a really interesting way, but it is still sold
to the photo-book community.
AG: Yes, but do people like me or Patterson, actually make books for this photo-book community?

LM: I think it’s a very interesting point, and when I teach or talk to people about their work, I always ask
them who is their audience, and why they are making this book. It’s really important to think about that.
AG: But it can lead to a sort of hypocrisy, no? When thinking of the book as a suppose to be democratic
medium to communicate...
LM: That’s not the case anymore though. It’s also an art form. And there are very democratic ways to do it,
but not when making super beautiful expensive objects.
AG: My impression is that there is a tendency for limited edition, and also some books that are actually
made to be rare. Thinking for instance of Stephen Shore’s Book of Books (Phaidon, 2012).
LM: Yes, it’s and edition of 250 copies and 2’500$ each!
AG: Or, if we think of Shimmer of Possibility (SteidlMack, 2007), for instance, it was printed in1’000
copies, but for what it is, it’s also very a limited amount. What do you think about that?
LM: Well, I feel conflicted. That’s something we talk about, here in Aperture. I mean it would be fantastic
to make the Shimmer of Possibility very widely available for very cheap, but I still think that not enough
people would really care in fact. It’s too specialized, innovative, it’s made just for an art audience. On one
hand, I’m happy that the audience is there to be able to support the making of very specialized objects, on
the other hand, of course it’s not succeeding in the goals of accessibility.
AG: There are a lot of rare books that belong to the history of photography, they are precious items, and
we actually never have them in hands anymore. But when it comes to make an actual book, of course it is
a deliberate decision and not only when it’s a print-on-demand book.
LM: Scarcity has become a publishing strategy. Again, this scarcity has also allowed publishers to take
risks. It is a strategy that allows publishers to produce special books, because they know, if they make it
very limited, that they absolutely won’t have the problem of storing many copies of a book in their warehouse 5 years later that they can’t sell. But it remains a dilemma for sure.
AG: There has been a large amount of Historical classification of photo-books, the Dutch photo-book, the
Swiss photo-book etc, would you say that they are really different identities belonging to different ways of
making photo-books? Or some sort of small fires for photo-book making?
LM: Sure, there are sparks, that give rise to some mode of book making or another. I always like to put
Diane Arbus Monograph side by side with Daido Moriyama’s Bye Bye Photography, they were made the
same year (1971), they are both black and white pictures, about the same size, but they are so radically
different. Because of the philosophies that Daido Moriyama was engaged with and the philosophies than
Diane Arbus was engaged with. Those publications were happening in almost vacuums at that time, there
was some exchange, but not very much compare to now.
AG: I found quite funny this notion of the golden age of the photo-book, I would like to ask you if you
really think it’s a golden age what is happening now with the photo-book medium?

LM: Well I think it is, in the sense that we have more access, more people involved, talking about it,
sharing ideas, getting together to discuss it. But it’s not the golden age in terms of... there’s no more book
stores hardly, the publishing systems as a whole are crumbling and it’s harder and harder for publishing
companies to support the mechanisms. I think it’s a golden age for self-published and for artist publication.
AG: Right, when I think about my approach of the medium, about my friends, the people that I have
around and their relation with the photo-book, I see something that has to do with an attempt to find a
response to this overload of internet, and computer activity. A search for a more tangible experience. But
on the other hand, there’s a growing interest for ebooks at the same time. Isn’t it a bit contradictory?
LM: It is. When you mention how much time you spend in front of the computer, there’s indeed something very nice and personal to a paper photo-book. You can smell it, it’s always the same object when you
go back to it, it’s very stable. But I also think that some day in the next 10 years, 5 or 3 years, somebody
will make an amazing ebook or app. I don’t think that it’s there yet, but someone will create something that
will not replace the paper book, but will be something else using the special properties that only an app or
an ebook can deliver.
AG: As a last question, I would be curious to know what really surprised you recently, what are the few
productions that you consider major influences, that might have change your perception of the medium?
LM: Well, at the moment I feel that I am so immersed in this continuous flood of photo-books that I
sometimes really feel a certain exhaustion. I think I was recently more struck by meeting people, and
spending time with bodies of work in photo-book making. I am working now with Hans Gremmen11 who
is a Dutch designer. Just looking at the types of books he is doing and publishes,
11 Hans Gremmen designed
Ametsuchi, Rinko Kawauchi’s book
really made me appreciate his thinking. And the same with Rob Hornstra and
published by Aperture and Kehrer
Arnold Van Bruggen12. It’s a bit more my job to identify the source of good
in 2013.
ideas, maybe even before they happen.
12 The Sochi Project:
www.thesochiproject.org
But to answer your question, I actually feel like there wasn’t one most significant thing in this past year for me personally. When last year, I do think that
Christian Patterson’s book was really impacting people’s thinking of the
photo-book medium.

The photo-book landscape
and its dynamic
I personally started to take a close look at the photo-book world quite recently, but
often I have the impression that it’s a very small community, a small TLSXSFSSOTSSP
of initiated people, certainly changing, growing, becoming more and more specialized
and inventive, but still made essentially of artists making books for artists.
Thus when an artist makes a book, he/she will certainly think about two things:
Why? Meaning why the work would match or get better in a book form, and if the
GSVIMHIEWSJXLI[SVOGERFIWTIGM½GEPP]XVERWPEXIHMREVIPIZERXJSVQF]XLIFSSO
QIHMYQ# [LMGLMWRSXSRP]EQEXXIVSJIJ½GMIRXHIWMKR %RHWIGSRHP][LIVISV
towards where? Meaning for whom, but also with whom?
I would like to trace quickly the contours of what for me constitutes that photobook
sphere just as I perceive it at the moment. I think to have an idea of the main lines
of what constitutes the photo-book landscape also helped me to project a book
towards it.
Geographically it is quite easy to point different poles as main contributors to the
photo book business, as historically it’s also in North America, Europe and Japan that
the whole medium of photography developed, at the same time as the industrialization of those areas and the development of the printing techniques. In the following
EREP]WMW-HSRSXVIJIVSJXIRXS.ETERIWITLSXSFSSOW [MXLXLII\GITXMSRSJ6MROS
Kauwachi’s -PPYQMRERGI), although Japan is a particularly interesting context, where
TLSXSKVETLIVWPMOI%VEOMSV(EMHS1SVM]EQE[IVII\XVESVHMREVMP]TVSPM½GEYXLSVWSJ
TLSXSFSSOW1SVM]EQETVSHYGIHSVVIZMWMXIHSZIVFSSOWFIX[IIRERH
2012. And his conception (orMHISPSK], as Lesley Martin called it) of the photo-book,
as something adjustable and evolving, is very interesting. Sometimes the same image
ETTIEVWWMQYPXERISYWP]MRHMJJIVIRXTYFPMGEXMSRWQEOMRKLMW[SOE¾YMHQEXIVMEP
suggesting also that when one book is realized, it does not mean that all the images it
contains have found their place for ever.
In a recent presentation at Aperture Gallery, Alec Soth mentioned the photo-book
EW±E[E]SJQEOMRKWIRWISYXSJXLIGYVVIRX¾SSHSJMQEKIW²13 In parallel he made
EREPPYWMSRXS%VEOM´WFSSOTVSHYGXMSRWE]MRK±,IQEOIWLMWS[R
13 Alec Soth, The current state of
the photobook:
¾SSHERHMRWXIEHSJ½KLXMRKMXLIXEOIWMXEPPERHQSZIWSR[MXLMX8S
http://www.aperture.org/blog/
me, there’s something very joyous about that and a fantastic spirit.”
alec-soth-the-current-state-of-thephotobook-video/
In Japanese photo-books, indeed, there is a sort of immediate quality
SJXLIMQEKIWXSKIXLIV[MXLETVSPM½GTVSHYGXMSR8LMWVIRHIVWEUYMXI
opposite feeling of the very fetishized photo-book and the traditional
western way to approach it.
Yet, the perception of a geographical identity of the photo-book production tends
nevertheless to be irrelevant in the 21st century, where most of the contemporary
photo-books are complex crossed collaborations between different people jumping

JVSQSRITPEGIXSERSXLIVXEOMRKSRQER]MR¾YIRGIWEVSYRHXLIKPSFIJVSQEPP
kinds of sources.
When I think of what I actually perceive as the producer of the dynamic of the
photo-book world, I see of course the photographers and the artists - who are
in most cases also the curators of the published work - which it is not the case in
exhibitions situation or in most of wall-photography. But, of course, there are other
EGXSVWWYGLEWTYFPMWLIVWFSSOWIPPIVWERHGVMXMGW XLSWIJYRGXMSRWEVIEPWS¾YGXYEXMRK
photographers become their own publishers, when many people have multi-function
activities).
%QSRKXLITISTPIXLEX-QIXEPSRKXLI[E]WSQISJXLIQEVIVIGYVVIRX½KYVIWERH
important contributors to the photo-book community; discussing the medium daily,
they provide a space for it, they set up photo-book fairs, festivals, competitions etc.
8LI]EPWSQEHIQIXLMROERHHMVIGXP]MR¾YIRGIHERHMRWTMVIHQ]S[RTVSHYGXMSR
Alec Soth, to who I often refer in this text, is one of them and his LBM books offer
for instance a smart, experimental but playful alternative to traditional publishing. Jörg
M Colberg, and his Conscientious blog is a very aware, a smart critical source with
a constant eye on recent publications. Some places and events are closely involved
[MXLXLITLSXSFSSOQIHMYQWYGLEW3**46-28MR4EVMWXLI/EWWIP4LSXSFSSO
festival or the recently created Vienna Photo-book Festival.
8LI%TIVXYVI4LSXSFSSO6IZMI[IHMXIHF]0IWPI]1EVXMRMWERSXLIVGLERRIPHIHMcated exclusively to photography books. Gerry Badger and Martin Parr are publishMRKXLIVHQSRYQIRXEPZSPYQISJ8LI,MWXSV]SJXLI4LSXSFSSOIZIRXLSYKL-
tend to doubt sometimes about the relevance of the thematic way they structured
it. Whether we agree or not with their selection, the platform they are providing is a
great resource.
*MREPP]1EGOFSSOWERHMXWJSYRHIV1MGLEIP1EGOEVIHI½RMXIP]WLETMRKXLITVIWIRX
era of photo-book makers, but also the proving that there is a demand and an audiIRGIJSVEZIV]VI½RIHERHWTIGMEPM^IHQEVOIX
;LEXIZIVXLIWTIGM½GGSRXVMFYXMSRSVERKPISJTVSHYGXMSRMW[IXLIVXLI]EVI
established publishers, DIY bookmakers, doing zines and ephemera or self-publishers.
I noticed that few questions constantly pop up around the table of the photo-book
GSQQYRMX]8LI½VWXSRIZIV]FEWMGGSRWMWXWMRXLIHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIRETLSto-book and aFSSOSJTLSXSKVETLW. Although the distinction is not always so obvious,
one refers to the EVXMWXFSSOEW6SR.YHIHI½RIHMX±EWIPJGSRXEMRIHEVX[SVO²14
-RSXLIV[SVHWEFSH]SJ[SVOGSRGITXYEPM^IHWTIGM½GEPP]MREFSSO
6SR.YHITLSXSFSSO[SVOW
symposium, 2010:
form, that would not -and could not, express the same idea in any
http://vimeo.com/60211517
other form. When the book of photographs refers to the still most
dominant genre, images published as a form of report, it is closer to a
monographic book or a catalogue.
An interesting aspect of the photo-book form, related to the diffusion aspect,
concerns the physical versus digital form of the book. At the moment I think paper
books and digital books are perceived and used as different and complementary

possibilities to display the same work, when I think they are also very contradictory.
In fact, what I have access to - in terms of experience of an artwork, when looking at
an ebook, is close to a reproduction type of experience, a digital facsimile (well conGIMZIHXLSYKLJEMVP]MRXIVEGXMZIIWTIGMEPP][LIRGSRWYPXIHSRMTEH FYX½REPP]RSXWS
far away from a well presented website, or a nicely designed pdf.
It is indubitably a great way to bring back to the surface and to give a second life to
old and rare books, but the access to information is primary what interests the viewer. For instance in the case of an book like the famous Pencil of Nature by William
,IRVM*S\8EPFSXWSSRITYFPMWLIHF]1%44-XLMROMXMWKVIEXXSLEZIEFIEYXMJYP
HMKMXEPZIVWMSRSJXLMW[SVOFYX½REPP][LEXQEOIWMXMRXIVIWXMRKMWRSXLMRKQSVIXLER
the access to an immaterial reproduced version of the original one. In terms of the
relevance of the medium, I believe that e-books are not completely persuasive yet.
And maybe they won’t be, as long as they are seeking for the book properties.
At this stage, one could observe that the photo-book landscape develops simultaneously in 2 directions: towards a bigger accessibility, with wider possibilities of production and diffusion, and at the same time results in a tightening of the medium due to
its specialization, something closer to a luxury market, that is very much paper based,
whose extremity is extraordinary anti-democratic and entirely supplied by rare
books collectors and limited editions.
8LMWPIEHWQI½REPP]XSEVIGYVVMRKUYIWXMSRGSRGIVRMRKXLIIRHPIWWXERKSSVVMZEPV]
between self publishing and traditional publishing (to be understood as medium or
[IPPIWXEFPMWLIHTYFPMWLIVWWYGLEW/ILVIV:IVPEK,EXNI'ERX^7XIMHP%TIVXYVI%GXIW
7YHIXG %PXLSYKL-XLMROMRVIEPMX]XLIERW[IVXSXLMWUYIWXMSRMW½VWXEQEXXIVSJ
personal situation and connections, then a question of ideology.
&SXL[E]WSJTYFPMWLMRKLEZISFZMSYWEHZERXEKIWERHVIWTIGXMZIHMJ½GYPXMIW&YX-[MPP
nevertheless try to give some keys and lighten the basis of the functioning of photo-book publishing, related to my direct experience and based on discussions with
my publisher Klaus Kehrer (see the following discussion on publishing, book sales,
distribution and production). I realized that I was quite ignorant about what publishing means, and I see a lot of inexperienced photo-book makers, especially students,
trying hard to get a good deal with a renowned publisher to make a real book, but
with no understanding of what publishing work is actually about, nor what happens
½VWXFIJSVIEFSSOKSIWSRXLIQEVOIX
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A discussion with Klaus Kehrer
on publishing, book sales, distribution and production
One day, after my book was published by Kehrer Verlag, I asked Klaus how will he
make money - or not - with the sales of my book. He said, “Anne, I work with
photographers everyday without needing to understand how they make great
photographs”. As I insisted, he explained.
The following discussion is extract of email exchanges we had. It is only for who
is interested in understanding what publishing means, how the selling and distribution process functions, in other words what you are paying for when you make
a book with an established publisher like Kehrer.
Anne: That comment recently caught my attention, “the danger with self-publishing is the vanity to
believe that it is enough to create a book to make it exist”15 could you first explain me how the established
publishing channels actually work? Then I wondered how much would you esti15 Rémi Coignet: in Une conversation avec Michael Mack,
mate the part of direct sales to individual customers in your total business? Like
lemonde.fr, 13.03.2013
fairs, festivals or online requests? (I.e. sales channels equivalent to selfpublishing ones.)
Klaus: Difficult to say. Let’s approach your question this way: during small festivals like Kassel, I see a
highly interested audience - in marketing words: a segment of recipients with a high interest, and the will
to buy if the budget is there. The best event like this is Paris Photo, where we do a high quality reach. But
compared to the sales through the professional distribution channels it is nothing. I would say less than
10 % of the sales through the wholesalers and stores. And this comparison takes already into account the
fact that direct sales have no trade discounts, no reps (representatives) commissions and no distribution
fees in between. This comparison counts up the direct sales total not in numbers of books but in net sales
in euros (and so even less than 10% of the total number of books sold). Even if we all hate Amazon and the
other key accounts (main sellers, wholesalers): a larger publishing house can rarely quit these channels
without risking to loose to many sales and income.
If some few self publishers make enough sales they DO the work of a publisher, they have built up well
working distribution channels (could be online, direct or whatever) by a huge and successful public relation. Christina De Middel (The Afronauts, self-published, 2012) is probably the most known example. She
does that against the background of a journalistic history and a very good network, and she is mentored
by people like Martin Parr… Therefore, somebody like Christina does the distribution and the PR (public
relation) work of a professional publisher.
AG: In the other case, a book ends in the hands of a customer via the chain of: publisher, diffusion,
distributor, and bookshop (-or via Amazon, taking 60% off). Can you clarify a bit the notions and roles of
“diffuser”, “distributer” and “representative”? Are those representatives proposing your books on their local
market or are they just relayers of orders?
KK: Ok. In France you differ between diffusion and distribution. The diffusion is the organization that
organizes the reps (representatives) and the kind of office and concrete representation towards the clients.
The reps have more and more the informative function compared to earlier years when they really sold at

each representation visit.
Distribution means the physical distribution, warehousing and sending out the books physically. CBSD
(Consortium Books Sales and Distribution) is in this sense our diffusion, they do the catalog for the US
and Canada, they organize the reps there and sell to key accounts like Barnes and Noble etc directly. The
warehouse organizes the physical aspect of the distribution, this is Perseus in Tennessee for us.Then still in
US, we have like 30 reps running. And yes, they propose our books to the local stores and try to sell them
to the bookstores. They are the informative source. Our network is quite elaborated in europe and in the
US, not satisfying yet in Asia e.g., but I am working on direct reps per country there.
AG: How then is the initially fixed retail price (final sale price of the book fixed by the publisher) allocated
between the different parts? In other words, how the money of the final sale is shared through the selling
process? Could you explain with a concrete example, if a customer buy my book for 39.90e at Tipi bookshop in Belgium e.g, or any kind of bigger wholesaler, what are the commissions and fees? Out of 39.90,
what stays in the bookstore’s desk, what for the distributor ← possible representative → and/or diffusion,
and finally for the publisher?
KK: First you have to take into account that Germany is one of the few countries with a fixed and legally
bound book price. No one is permitted to sell cheaper than the fixed price. Amazon.com e.g. is not bound
and offers discounts. In Belgium they might offer the book at a higher price than what we have determined, as there is no bound price and some stores add a margin to make a bit more money out of it.
Therefore lets take a German store as an example, as there is the bound price system. 39,90 euros divided
by 107 % (7 % VAT here) means a net retail price of 37,29 euros. The wholesaler has a discount of ca 50 %.
When he sells to the single store he allows a discount of ca 30 or 35 % to the store, thus keeps about 15 %
for storage, handling etc. As we sell most of the books through wholesalers (the book shops avoid the risk
of storing and buying books, and it’s easier to order within 2 days at the wholesaler when a customer asks
for the book), we have to assume an average discount on our books of ca 50 %. The so-called net sale is
approximately 50 % of the net retail price, like 18,65 euros in our example.
From this, the publisher pays like 10 to 11 % to the rep (representative) who sold the book. Thus 1.96
euros. Furthermore, we pay the physical distribution percentage the warehouse takes for sending and
invoicing the book. Then, there is quite a mentionable amount of other fees like stock charges, handling of
packaging, of incoming palets and additional services like this. In total ca 15 to 20 % less, like 3,50 to 3,70
to deduce in our example.
Finally, we have a return of approximatively 13euros net we can count on a book sold 39.90 in the shop.
In case we pay a royalty (percentage owned to the author) of lets say 8 % of the net retail price (appr. 3
euros), we have only 10 euros left, or a return for a sold copy of like 26 %. And this has to be diminished
by the cost of the book itself, meaning we have to reduce the income by the costs per copy the publisher
has invested in. Even at run-off costs a book would at least cost like 5 to 8 euros. (Run-off costs means the
price per copy for each further copy you print, not taking into account the starting costs that are the same
for a run of 1000 or 2000 copies : prepress costs, like design, test-print and all costs not depending of the
printrun. Once the machine runs, the further or additional copies produced are called the run-off costs
per copy).

I guess you now also understand why the partner has a lower contribution to the book production to pay
if he renounces the royalty: it saves money at the sales and the balance between the expected income and
production plus marketing costs is a bit less dramatic.
AG: Right, quite complex but it makes sense. Do you think that other publishers who have different
market areas like Aperture or different publishing strategies like Mack, work also on the same principle
concerning the artist’s contribution to the book production costs?
KK: Mack’s strategy concerning Amazon is different, they count on sales through major stores only (at the
moment 450 direct partnerships with bookstores). But they are much smaller and perhaps can survive like
that. We couldn’t and need more sales through all channels. Aperture is having the biggest market, the US
market which is always easier taken into account that the books reach Mid-America also.
About the book financing matters, I guess all are working the same way. Mack is supposed to take no
money, but he also works in cooperation with institutions or external co-financiers who are supporting the
production of the book. I guess there is a mix of financed or co-financed books and self-financed (financed
by the publisher) books when the market is big enough. The same Aperture does some books in cooperation with institutions, others self-financed. What we also do depending on the name, brand, reputation
etc. Everybody calculates the same way: production costs plus marketing costs versus expected sales. If
there is a deficit, the artist or partner has to bring up money.
AG: And finally, would you agree to mention what are the decisive elements that influence your decision
when discussing the possibility of a collaboration on a new publication, despite the quality of the photographic work itself?
KK: The market of course. Meaning, is the book to sell all over the world or only in some regions? Are
there PR (public relation) relevant events, like major shows. The name and the reputation of the artist, e.g.
no problem to finance Saul Leiter, Harry Callahan or Eugene Smith’s books. If these factors are very good,
less money is needed. And of course how the book fits in my program, how it is completing the publisher’s
profile.

3 Narrative substance

Narrativity and photography
4LSXSKVETL]ERHREVVEXMZIEVIFSYRHXSKIXLIV=IXREVVEXMZIMWHI½RMXIP]QSVI
related to oral and written media, or in other words, to literary and verbal forms of
expression. Whereas photography, after painting, whether it functions alone or in a
sequence, is originally a descriptive medium. Linguistic signs, words and phrases cannot be compared to the iconic meaning and the functioning of images, paintings or
½PQW2IZIVXLIPIWWTLSXSKVETL]EQSRKSXLIVXIGLRSPSKMIW½PQ8:VEHMSERHXLI
internet - has developed its own story-telling rules and particularities.
-R6SPERH&EVXLIWFIKMRWLMW-RXVSHYGXMSRXSXLIWXVYGXYVEPMWXEREP]WMWSJREVVEXMZIW,
WXEXMRKXLEX±REVVEXMZIWSJXLI[SVPHEVIRYQFIVPIWWXLI]I\MWXMRETVSHMKMSYWZEVMIX]
of genres, themselves distributed amongst different substances -as if any material was
½XXSVIGIMZILYQERW´WXSVMIW2EVVEXMZIMWGEVVMIHF]EVXMGYPEXIHPERKYEKIWTSOIRSV
[VMXXIR½\IHSVQSZMRKMQEKIWKIWXYVIHERHXLISVHIVIHQM\XYVISJXLIWIWYFstances. It is present in myth, legend and tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, comedy,
mime, painting, stained glass-windows, cinema, comics, news items, conversation.”16
&EVXLIW6SPERH-RXVSHYGXMSR
à l’analyse structurales des récits.
-R'SQQYRMGEXMSRW6Icherches sémiologiques: l’analyse
structurales du récit pp1-27

Despite the obvious numerous and growing narrative media, I think
worthwhile clarifying here that some images do not follow a narrative
logic. Particularly individual photographs often express an aesthetic
experience, emphasizing different perceptions, emotions and feelings
that are not necessarily connected to any kind of narrative. In Sequencing the photobook part 1 of the Aperture Photobook review, Badger distinguishes PMXIVEV] photographers from ZMWYEP photographers. Although the distinction would certainly need
to be deeply nuanced, I understand the second category as standing away from
the narrative functioning, with images belonging to abstract photography, where the
VIJIVIRXSJXLITLSXSKVETLVIQEMRWYRMHIRXM½EFPIERH[LIVIEVIPEXMSRXSTEMRXMRKMW
often very strong.

In 2EVVEXMSRMR:EVMSYW1IHME1EVMI0EYVI6]ERQEOIWXLIHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIRXLVII
kinds of narratives in photography: the QSRSTLEWI work, which is a single frozen
QSQIRXVITVIWIRXMRKEFMKKIVEGXMSR±XLIKVIEXIWXREVVEXMZIGLEPPIRKIFIGEYWIMX
must compress the entire narrative arc into a single scene.” 174SP]TLEWIworks, or
EWYGGIWWMSRSJQSQIRXW[MXLMRXLIWEQIMQEKI%RH½REPP][SVOW
6]ER1EVMI0EYVI±2EVVEXMSR
MRZEVMSYWQIHME,LR4IXIVIX
of several images, comprising sequenced photographs of succeeding
al. (eds): The living handbook of
moments, which are equivalent to the photo-book medium.
REVVEXSPSK],EQFYVK9RMZIVWMX]
Press, p7

In QSRSTLEWI[SVOWWYKKIWXIHF]6]EREWMRKPIMQEKIMWXLIVIJSVI
able to contain its own narrative without resorting to the entire sequence. But
couldn’t we just consider that any moment pictured and perceived directly in a
photograph suggests inevitably a previous and a following moment? Thus all images
ERHTEVXMGYPEVP]½KYVEXMZIMQEKIWFIPSRKXSEREVVEXMZIW]WXIQFIGEYWIXLI]WYKKIWX
more than what is simply happening in the frame and refer to a wider temporality
than what is the precisely photographed moment.
I would like to make a short parenthesis thinking of very iconic works, that might be

a priori considered anti-narrative, such as the collection of Taryn Simon’s 'SRXVEFERH.
The still-life images of 'SRXVEFERHoccur to own a high narrative power. Nevertheless
they are not really what would be considered as a frozen moment part of an action.
Each object is presented on a very neutral background, isolated from all context, but
still conveying a story. Indeed, it is easy to wonder and tempting to imagine who
(why and where?) was the sender of the dead hawk or the collection of Mercedes
badges, or what was the intention and the reason for this simple apple which will
never reach destination.
Image, time and narrative diachronicity
±%REVVEXMZIMWEREGGSYRXSJIZIRXWSGGYVVMRKSZIVXMQI-XMWMVVIducibly durative.”18;LIRETLSXSKVETLMWHI½RIHF]EZIV]WTIGM½G
moment and contained in a precise time gap. It actually really lacks
temporal duration.
,S[IZIVMXMWZIV]SFZMSYWXSQEOIWMQMPEVMXMIWFIX[IIRXLIHI½RMXMSR
of story and what is concretely happening in a photographic sequence.
But that succession of events also suggests a transformation and thus a more or less
direct relation of causality between the images of the sequence. Where in photography, and pictorial narratives - if that relation of causality exists or is suggested by the
author - it can never be direct and always results from the viewer’s interpretation.
1EVMI0EYVI6]ERI\TPEMRWXLEXMQTSVXERXHMJJIVIRGIFIX[IIRXLIJYRGXMSRMRKSJ
TMGXSVMEPREVVEXMZIWERHZIVFEPREVVEXMZIW±;MXLMXWGSQFMREXMSRSJH]REQMGYRJSPHMRK
ERHZMWYEPMX]½PQQE]FIEWIJ½GMIRXEW[SVHWEXVITVIWIRXMRKEWYGGIWWMSRSJIZIRXW
such as - the king died and then the queen died - but only words can say - the king
died and then the queen died of grief - because only language is able to make relaXMSRSJGEYWEPMX]I\TPMGMX²6]ERGSRXMRYIW±-RE½PQ ERHIZIRQSVIMREWXEXMGMQEKI 
causal relations between events must be left to the spectator’s interpretation.”
As will develop later, this part left to the spectator, this role, respon6]ER1EVMI0EYVI±2EVVEXMSR
MRZEVMSYWQIHME,LR4IXIVIX
sibility or power is also part of the pictorial narrative potential and its
al. (eds): The living handbook of
strength.
REVVEXSPSK],EQFYVK9RMZIVWMX]

18 Jerome Bruner, The Narrative
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVWMty of Chicago, p6

Press, p6

Memory and truth
Another issue in this question of the narrative closeness of photography, concerns its
relationship with reality. Photography still has a foothold in the attempt of grasping a
XVYIORS[PIHKI of the world. I am not going to discuss here the objectiveness of the
photographic medium, but photography happens to be still dealing quite intensely
-despite the digital development and the loss of the real referent - with reality
matters.
So then, that principle of reality favours theXIPPEFMPMX]of an image and is part of the
constituents of the narrative substance of photography.Tellability (racontabilité) as

Lyle Rexer: The frame creates a disjunction, a rupture, that has the paradoxical quality of soliciting interpretation and denying its possibility, its definiteness – we are forced outside the frame into a speculation on the flow
of time, not or no longer or never present to us. The formalizing of time banishes it: “the photograph holds
open the instants that time would seal up” – Merleau Ponty. What kind of narrativity is that? Doesn’t it militate
against “story” or “recit”?
the potential (and I would even say - the desire - tempting to narrate and to listen
to or look at) of being narrated, the possible disposition of an object, an image or a
group of images to be recounted.20
Possible truth, real-like experience, or verisimilitude is then par of
20 More in: Tellability, later in this
chapter.
what Jerome Bruner calls a REVVEXMZIRIGIWWMX]±2EVVEXMZIGSRWXVYGXMSRW
can only achieve verisimilitude. Narratives, then, are version of reality
whose acceptability is governed by convention and narrative necesWMX]VEXLIVXLERF]IQTMVMGEPZIVM½GEXMSR²21 ±8LIVIWIIQWMRHIIHXS
be some sense in which narrative, rather than referring to VIEPMX], may
21 Jerome Bruner, The Narrative
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
in fact create or constitute it, as when ½GXMSR creates a new [SVPH of
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVWMits own.” 22 At this point, the story become the truth. Isn’t it also the
ty of Chicago, p4
power of photographs, to become sometimes more VIEP than the real?
22 Jerome Bruner, The Narrative
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVWMty of Chicago, p13

7XSVMIWEWTLSXSKVETLWEVIEPWSZIV]WXVSRKPMROWXSQIQSV]±;IXIPP
stories to construct, maintain and repair our reality” 23, claims Mary
O’Neil, as well as we attempt to trace or re-trace our memories by
23 Mary O’Neil: Introduction:
Theories and Criticism, in Telling
recounting them. O’Neil suggests story-telling as a fundamental aspect
Stories: Countering Narrative in
SJFIMRK±8LIKVIEXTS[IVSJWXSVMIWXLIIRHYVERGISJXLIJSVQERH
Art, Theory and Film, Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, Jane Tormey,
the compulsion to tell them suggest that telling stories is not merely
+MPMER;LMXIPI]
an entertainment, and optional extra which we can choose to engage
with or not, but a fundamental aspect of being”.23 She insists then on
the experience ensuing from the recounted story. Stories come from somewhere,
[IXLIVXLI]EVI½GXMSREPSVRSXXLI]EVITEVXSJSYVPMJII\TIVMIRGIWSYVORS[Pedge and observation of the world.They are our life XVMEPW. Stories, memories and by
I\XIRWMSRTLSXSKVETLWLEZIXLITSXIRXMEPERHXLITS[IVXS±SJJIVEHMJJIVIRXJSVQ
of truth, be it poetic, metaphoric, psychological, theoretical or critical”. 23
Interpretive activity and imagination
Time duration, verisimilitude and memory are not the only features of narrativity - in
relation with photography. I think that imagination has a big role to play in the formation of the photographic narrative.
-RPMXIVEXYVIMQEKMREXMSRMWHI½RMXIP]ERIWWIRXMEPTEVXSJXLIVIEHIV´WTVSNIGXMSRMRXS
the story although verbal discourse is more explicit than visual language. Whereas in
½PQWMQEKMREXMSRERHWIPJTVSNIGXMSRMWTEVXSJXLIREVVEXMZITVSGIWWXSS-[SYPHRSX
say that the viewer’s imagination is the most solicited aspect to experience a movie.
Narrative in cinema could be another entire thesis subject, but the comparison is

[SVXLQIRXMSRMRKERH-XLMRO½PQREVVEXMZIJSPPS[WEW]WXIQEGSRWXVYGXMSRGSQTPI\ZEVMIHERHZIV]S[RXLEXGVIEXIWEWXVSRKERHYRMRXIVVYTXMFPIWXSV]¾S[ IZIR
MJXLI½PQMWZIV]JVEKQIRXIH[MXLXIQTSVEPFVIEOWERHGSQTPMGEXIPE]IVW[LIR]SY
look at the movie, you follow a precisely determined narrative chain and you cannot
escape it).
LR: What is a photo-book, then if not a series of collected disjunctions and gaps? Time must be broken or unsealed in order to be recombined in narrative. Film constantly breaks and reseals the instant, and we barely
notice this, we are always anticipating what comes next - this is the tyranny of time enforced.
We are not allowed, except selectively, to experience the ruptures.
When looking at photographs, the reader / viewer is entirely part of the construcXMSRTVSGIWWSJXLIREVVEXMZI½VWXXLVSYKLXLIEGXMZEXMSRSJLMWS[RMQEKMREV]%W
mentioned earlier, the relation of causality and the transformation of state necessary
for the narrative to happen, depends in photography particularly on the viewer activity to interpret - and I would even sayMRZIRX, relations between images.
When thinking of the narrative in a photo-book we can therefore identify three
spots for narrativity, one takes placeMRWMHI each individual images. Another one,
FI]SRH all the images, beyond each individual parts, on a further level where all the
elements meet within the sequence of the work, in the [LSPI WXSV] (If there is such
a thing. Because it might be possible, in some photo-books, that the whole story is
WSQIXMQIWRSXMHIRXM½EFPISVWMQTP]RSRI\MWXIRX 
-R:PEHMQMV4VSTT´WXIVQW±XLITEVXWSJEREVVEXMZIWIVZIEWJYRGXMSRWof the narrative
structure as a whole1” 24. But in a photo-book each of these parts contains more
than a word or a sentence, each image is already a story and the book
24 Vladimir Propp, Morphology of
the folktale, trans. Laurence Scott,
do not necessary have to reach the level of the SZIVEPPstory to have
IH0SYMW;EKRIVH)H 
EQIERMRKERHMRXIVIWXJSVMXWEYHMIRGI-R&VYRIV´WXIVQW±*SVEWXSV]
can only be VIEPM^IH when its parts and whole can, as it were, be made
to live together”. 25
25 Jerome Bruner, The Narrative
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVWMty of Chicago, p8

I think that in a photo-book, there is a constant movement of mind
between the experience of the individual photograph, and the experience of the whole work. Of course, along the sequence, some
images are more independent than others, stronger, different, they can
sometime step out because of the layout, become almost extern, but
they always exist according to the rest of the sequence.
And so the third spot for narrativity would be located somewhere between the
pages of the book and the viewer’s mind, probably in his eyes.The reader will automatically, and even unconsciously create a relation between the single open spread
that he is watching, and the whole book that he is holding in hands.This is what will
be his/her own narrative contribution.
In a photo-book, furthermore, it is easy and common to not follow the conventional
way to read from left to right -from the beginning to the end, and it is natural to skip
XSXLIRI\XTEKISVXS¾MTXLVSYKLMX8LYWXLIFSSOERHXLIREVVEXMZI

is constructed according to more unpredictable rules, with a space for a random
experience of the story that cannot be planned by its author. Again with an essential
space, a QMWWMSRfor the viewer by his/her interpretive activity.
LR: Also, the experience of “reading” images is not and cannot be consistent: we ourselves inhabit different
temporalities as we look, that is, we move at different speeds, hurrying “forward” (wherever that is, a convention as you say), stopping to think, to be vacant or to let memories fill our mind, or to become aware of
sensations that we can’t name. Isn’t this the whole point of looking at photographs? These rhythms cannot be
planned or managed by the book or photographer, only complicated perhaps.
Tellability
Before broaching a selection of different types of narrative in photo-books in the
next chapter, I would like to take a closer look to the notion of XIPPEFMPMX], understood
less as the mechanism of the narrative, than as the narrative interest, what constiXYXIWMXWIJ½GMIRG]SVVIPIZERGI¯VEXLIVXLER[LEXQEOIWMX[SVO
*MVWXPIX´WKSFEGOXSXLIHI½RMXMSRSJWXSV]MXWIPJ±EGLVSRSPSKMGEPWYGGIWWMSRSJJEGXW
VIPEXIHXSEWTIGM½GWYFNIGX²26. In French, a useful distinction exists more clearly between the story (l’histoire) and the discourse or narrative (le récit).
8VERWPEXIHJVSQ%VXMGPI6qGMX
de Wikipédia en français (http://
I think those distinctions might help to understand my approach and
JV[MOMTIHMESVK[MOM6 ' %GMX 
XLIGPEWWM½GEXMSRMEQTVSTSWMRKMRXLIRI\XGLETXIV
On one side, theWXSV] is also the [LSPI mentioned earlier, the subject
matter, the theme, what is actually told/ shown/ expressed. (Yet, at this point, it is
interesting to step out and to specify that a succession of moment is not necessary
enough to produce a narrative. In written texts, manuals or receipts are examples of
a succession of chronological moments without story telling.) But what interests me
is the narrative discourse (le récit). So there is a story, a chronological succession of
JEGXWERHXLEXWXSV]I\MWXWZMEEWTIGM½GHMWGSYVWIMXGVIEXIWETPSXXVERWQMXXIHF]E
GLERRIPEW]WXIQEXIPPIVQIHMYQ8LMWHMWGSYVWIMW±XLIEVFMXVEV]ERHWTIGM½GSVKERMzation (sequence), of the events composing a story”. 26
In other words and according to what interest me here, this narrative-discourse also
corresponds to the book form, its architecture, its structure, rather than to what is
thematically addressed inside, or what is directly represented although the content
MRHYFMXEFP]MR¾YIRGIWXLIJSVQ
In literature and cinema, the narrative, or story-line, is punctuated and generated by a
breach -or complication.The tellability of the story is therefore founded by the
admitted VIPIZERGI or MQTSVXERGI of the complication, creating a rupture in the
regularity. It is obvious that photographs reaching a certain level of complication, in
the sense of strange, intriguing, surprising images, are stimulating the narrative process
- and the viewer’s imagination. Images with multiple meanings, are like stories with
possible virtual developments, they become MRXIVIWXMRK

8IPPEFMPPMX]WE]W6ETLEtP&EVSRM²MWHITIRHIRXSRXLIREXYVISJWTIGM½GMRGMHIRXW
NYHKIHF]WXSV]XIPPIVWXSFIWMKRM½GERXSVWYVTVMWMRKERH[SVXL]SJFIMRKVITSVXIH
MRWTIGM½GGSRXI\XXLYWGSRJIVVMRKETSMRXon the story.” 27 This judgement of the sigRM½GERGIERHXLIMQTSVXERGISJERIZIRXMWSJGSYVWIZIV]WYFNIGXMZI
&EVSRM6ETLEtP±8IPPEFMPMX]²
,LR4IXIVIXEP IHW 8LI
ERHVIPEXIHXSEWTIGM½GWMXYEXMSRGSRXI\XERHGYPXYVEPGSRZIRXMSRW
living handbook of narratology.
XSS&EVSRMGSRXMRYIW±LS[IZIVXIPPEFMPMX]QE]EPWSVIPE]SRHMWGSYVWI
,EQFYVK9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW4
(I½RMXMSR
features, i.e on the way in which a sequence of incidents is rendered
in a narrative.” 27 In the case of a tale recounted, those features might
be for instance related to the narrator’s charisma and capability to captivate and
convince his audience, to embody his story by expressing emotions and feelings. FolPS[MRKXLIRSXMSRSJHMWGSYVWIEWXLIJSVQSJI\TVIWWMSRJSVEWXSV]XLMWEJ½VQEXMSR
would also suggest that tellability depends on the relevance of the photo-book as an
object, including its layout and design qualities.
Narrative structure and leitmotiv
Most photo-books function in a rhythm and a succession of more or less dissonant
MQEKIWERHWYVTVMWIWTPE]ERMQTSVXERXVSPIMRXLI¾S[SJXLIREVVEXMZI3´2IMP
GSQQIRXW±8LIWXSV]MRJEGXSJJIVWXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJQYPXMTPIXMQIJVEQIWERHHMWtortions as well of multiple voices and perspective.The listener’s trust in the telling
of a story is that there will be a HqRSYIQIRX, where motivations will be made clear,
and secrets revealed.” 28 When I look at the photo-books I have around myself at the
moment, I think that in some cases it is also possible to identify an im28 Mary O’Neil: Theories and
Criticism, in Telling Stories: Counage or several images functioning as outcome of the story. In 6IHLIEH
tering Narrative in Art, Theory
IH4IGOIV[SSH for instance, some reproductions of documents and
and Film, Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, Jane Tormey, Gilian
letters are providing the information needed to close the story.The
;LMXIPI]
place where they are inserted in the sequence is also carefully thought,
in order to not divulged some information too early. In some cases the
text, introduction, prologue, or a booklet added to the book relay the image in the
JYRGXMSRSJ±VIZIEPMRKXLIWIGVIXWSJXLI[SVO²8LSYKLXLMWHSIWRSXEP[E]WQIERE
XSXEPERHIZIRXYEPP]GSQTPIXIYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIWXSV],IVI-[SYPHPMOIXSUYSXI
.IVSQI&VYRIVSRGIEKEMR±2EVVEXMZILIWE]WMWHIWMKRIHXSGSRXEMRYRGERRMRIWW
rather than to resolve it.” 
In many current publications, the narrative is like a succession of
.IVSQI&VYRIV8LI2EVVEXMZI
'SRWXVYGXMSRSJ6IEPMX]'VMXMGEP
breaches, not leading to any kind of HqRSYIQIRX.Yet, in these cases
)RUYMV]  F]XLI9RMZIVWM(see later: Fractured-narrative and Anti-narrative) the story (with its
ty of Chicago, p16
setting, characters and succession of happenings), the narrative experience of the work, still seems to exist.

To end this chapter it is interesting to note that the rhythm of the sequence in a
photo-book is sometimes helpfully compared to the PIMXQSXMZ in music, or REVVEXMZI
TVSKVEQ±2EVVEXMZIPMZIWJVSQEWYGGIWWMSRSJIZIRXWXLEXFVMRKWXVERWJSVQEXMSRW
to the state of the story world, while music lives from a succession of sounds that
creates melody and harmony through transformations in pitch, rhythm, and
loudness.”30 It is the leading motive, or main theme, that gives a struc6]ER1EVMI0EYVI±2EVVEXMSR
ture to the piece, creates its variations, changes and oscillations. It is
MRZEVMSYWQIHME,LR4IXIVIX
also possible to keep the audience on track by rendering repetitions
al. (eds): The living handbook of
and creating perceptible recurring patterns. Again, some following
REVVEXSPSK],EQFYVK9RMZIVWMX]
Press, p10
examples of complex, scattered or very varied sequences in photo-books, still follow the track of a perceptible leitmotiv.
LR: No wonder so many current narratives in photo and in writing lack a sense of conclusion, or being unresolved. Interestingly, Redheaded Peckerwood is resolved in a sense before we open the book because we know
how the story (the orginal story) ended. It’s a bit like a Greek tragedy, in that the suspense lies elsewhere, in a
sort of idenitification with the characters and objects of the story.
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A discussion with Christian Patterson
Christian Patterson is an American Brooklyn based photographer, his work Redheaded Peckerwood was published by Mack in 2011. During the past year it has
FIIRMQTVIWWMZIP]EGGPEMQIHERHGMXIHEWSRISJXLIQSWXMR¾YIRXTLSXSFSSO
of the recent production. I met him in his atelier in December 2012 to discuss
the process of making Redheaded Peckerwood and his current situation.
Anne Golaz: You mentioned the Redheaded Peckerwood story was a 5 years process, right? Could you tell
me the story of those 5 years, what happened, what were the key moments?
Christian Patterson: I became interested in the story behind the work in late 2004 or 2005. I’ve seen the
movie based on the same story and I loved it so much that I wanted to know more about it. When I discovered the movie was based on a true story it became even more interesting.
AG: The trigger of this work was then the movie of Terrence Malik, Badlands31?
31 “Badlands”, written and directed by Terrence Malick, 1973

CP: Yes, and from there I started to make some research. The movie takes some
creative liberty, it doesn’t retell directly, truthfully, what happened as Redheaded
Peckerwood does. I deliberately made it as a mysterious and vague story, because it’s important to have a
certain amount of unknown elements and empty spaces that can become part of a personal interpretation
along the way. But my intention with Redheaded Peckerwood was also fairly straightforward; the story itself
has a chronology, a timeline following a series of events. It involves an important element of travel: these 2
kids travel through a landscape from point A to point B. It was essentially a roadmap that I could follow.
But I was also going to be revisiting their story 50 years after the fact, and there weren’t so many concrete
things left out there. So I found myself coming up short, feeling that there wasn’t really enough material to
be captured or to be documented. That’s why before I finish my 1st trip I started to look at other materials,
archives and other documents that could also tell the story, just to keep the project moving forward. Then
I started to see if these other objects and documents could bring the power and the visceral part of the
story closer to the surface.
AG: So beyond your own research you had quite many key-people involved?
CP: A few, yeah I would meet with them and they would share their personal link with Starkweather32 or
with what happened. Or they would share some of their collection and personal
32 “19 year old Charles Starkweather and 14 year old Caril
belongings. I don’t know a lot about your work and the story behind it, but I
Ann Fugate murdered ten people,
have the feeling that our process and our ways of working are very similar.
including Fugate’s family, during
a three day killing spree across
Nebraska to the point of their
capture in Douglas, Wyoming”:
From publisher’s comment on
Redheaded Peckerwood.

AG: Sure there are similarities, but let’s keep the comparison aside for now. You
answered about the image making part of the 5 year process, but what about the
book making? Am curious to know how it evolved, when did you start to think
of this story for a book?

CP: As far as the book is concerned, I realize very early on that it would make a good story for a publication. It got some little stories within the main story, it’s highly narrative and incorporates some heavy
universal themes. Teenage angst, love and confusion, longings, escapes and violence, romance...
AG: The book process itself went quite quickly after you got all the material and the final editing?
CP: Yeah finally after 5 years I felt I’ve done all what I could, or all what I wanted, and began to put a book
together during a month of residency in upstate NY. That was in May of 2010. My goal was to produce the
book dummy. When I had the maquette finished I would share it with a few friends and fellow artists.
One person in particular advised me to show it to Micheal Mack, so we met up in august 2010 and the
book came out in November. So it took a little bit over a year.
AG: You designed the book by yourself, right? Were you personally very involved on its formal conception? Don’t you have the impression that finally who ever would have published it, that book would have
been fairly the same?
CP: No, not necessarily, because I met and spoke with different publishers and each of them is an individual. Different people want to bring a varying amount of themselves in the project, their vision for the
book or their own framework for the realization of the book can be very different. Everyone would have
brought some influences and interventions to the book making. I don’t know if you had one, but of course
it also helps to have a fairly strong and well-realized vision for the book before hand.
Michael Mack more than anyone, was interested in making the book that I wanted to make. Before him,
making the commitment to publish it, I had the impression that he must be very personally involved in
the shaping of these different books. So I was very excited because I thought this is going to help me to
take the book to another level. I am not saying that they weren’t little things that happened and did this,
but I thought I am going to be able to ask him some questions, to get his input on some details. Actually
more often then not, when I did ask him a question, he would either not answer, or not answer directly.
That was kind of frustrating for me because I felt I was hitting a wall. But it also forced me to make the
decisions by myself. I gradually came to understand that what he wants the most is to help artists to realize
their book and their vision. I’m very glad that it worked out that way in the long run.
AG: I would like to get back on the design of the book and more particularly on the booklet. Do you
actually have a background related to graphic design?
CP: No, I don’t. I think I simply developed an eye for things over time. I cannot say from where it comes
from. Some aspects of the book were important to me, I wanted it be be stark, sparse and simple. The
sequencing and the layout of the images is not necessary simple, but what surounds the images, is very
simple. It’s really quite plain. I didn’t want any page numbers for example, because I just consider them to
be distractive.
About the booklet, I always feel conflicted about the inclusion of text in photo-books. The booklet is a
good solution that I’ve seen in other books before, to incorporate essays.
AG: Lately yes, but before that was not so usual? We definitely see quite a lot of those inserts today.
I nevertheless found that quite daring in your case.

CP: Really?
AG: Yes, not meaning that it’s totally revolutionary, but somehow it made me smile. Because these texts
are quite serious, they are not light anecdotes, but the way it is designed and inserted, with this “flying”
detached place, gives to the text another status.
CP: Yes, and the first time people open the book this often falls to the floor actually! As I said, I often have
mixed feelings with the inclusion of text in photo-books. I rarely read these texts myself, and I have to be
extremely interested in the work and really want to know more in order to make some research and
readings.
So this was just a way of having the text, but also not having the text. And the booklet relates very well to
the nature of the work, in a way the essays become like another insert.
Everything about this book is meant to incorporate a certain amount of confusion, sort of blurry the line
between the old and the new and the fact and the fiction. So these academic interpretations of the work
are not meant to be taken anymore seriously than anything else.
AG: Yes, I appreciated it because it is not such an easy position when you ask professionals to work for you
and eventually what you do is a booklet that can be lost on the way. It’s quite brave I think.
CP: Thank you, it makes me think of another word that would apply to this. Readheaded Peckerwood is a
very serious subject, a tragic story, but at the same time there are little touches here and there in the book
that are irreverent. For instance this piece that says: “Let’s get together and let bitterness pass, i’ll hug your
elephant and you kiss my ass”. It is a straight reference to the American system, the elephant is a symbol of
the Republican party and the ass for the donkey is a symbol of the democratic party. Or “shit from Shinola”, comes from an old American phrase that basically means you’re extremely stupid, that you cannot
make the difference between two things that are obviously so different. And then the book closes with
“Let’s all go out and get a steak” which is meant to be this light, funny touch at the end. I think that connects with what you were saying about the booklet, just not taking things so seriously.
AG: I would like to talk about your work in the perspective of different photographic narratives. Regarding the linear traditional ways versus more complex ways to build a narrative, how do you relate to a kind
of family of works, like Roe Ethridge’s Le Luxe33?
33 Roe Ethridge, Le Luxe, Mack,
2011

CP: I admire and appreciate it greatly. But i think it’s such a dangerous way to
construct a book narrative that it’s not dangerous anymore. With Le Luxe, Roe
has traced a territory in such a way that he can do whatever he wants. Once you go that far, you have basically blown the door open and no one can challenge you anymore.
AG: Would you say you still need a certain narrative path?

CP: Yeah, I think I need a bit of a path, or a concept to grab onto it. That’s why the next thing I have in
mind has also a story to it, although I am not sure exactly how much that story will come out...

AG: You mentioned you worked with Eggleston and thus were quite influenced by him. Nowadays, do you
still have some masters, or examples of books that have been your main influences, significant inspirations
or works that you really admire?
CP: There’s so many. But thinking of the next project, I am looking at a lot of books that are not necessarily focussed on photography but incorporate documents and objects. I am really interested in surrounding
my photographs with some other materials. Right now I’m more interested in concept and process as a
source of influence than I am in photography. Look at Richard Prince for example, I really like when he
photographs his own process, when he shows you a painting in progress or a view of the corner of his
studio. In Redheaded Peckerwood I used that strategy too, when the viewer is able to look through the photographer’s eye, when you know that the photographer is present, that the camera is there.
AG: One last point, the book went on press for the 3rd time in approximately one year right? I would like
to hear you about what is the post Redheaded Peckerwood period? Do you have a certain nostalgia or are
you rather done with this story that still keeps you so busy?
CP: I would say it’s more the latter case. No one really tells that if you’re fortunate to achieve any major
success with a work, it can keep you busy - almost too busy, for a very long time. Yes I would like to be
able to dive more actively into the next work.
AG: So what are your next goals and dreams?
CP: I just want to continue making work. The idea that am working on right now is a completely different subject matter but I think has a similar approach, similar strategies that I developed with Redheaded
Peckerwood.
AG: You want to continue following the same direction?
CP: I don’t want say too much about my next work, but it could be potentially exciting to treat a story -or
the source, as an archive when in fact it’s not really an archive. It may present something as fact when it’s
completely fictional. I don’t know, am still figuring all that right now. But there is definitely opportunities
to deal with the same kind of method in a completely different way.
I think for me it’s important not only to continue making work and to evolve as an artist but also to make
transitions and sideways from one body of work to another. I see one thing leading to another anyway.

4 Explore the narratives

'PEWWM½GEXMSR EREP]WMW
In the last chapter, I propose to sketch out 6 different types of narrative systems.
3RGIEKEMRWXLMWGPEWWM½GEXMSRMWRSXJSPPS[MRKEXLIQEXMGPSKMGERHXLMWWIPIGXMSR
depends on narrative-discourse relevance, the elements constituting the book, the
way it is sequenced, the variation of frames, or the style and genre of images or documents cohabiting along the pages. I did not want to insist either on very technical
details, such as material choices of paper, very graphic elements, cover or design related. I based my exploration on the narrative impression. In other words, the nature
ERHXLIWIRWEXMSRSJXLI¾S[SJXLIFSSOMXWREVVEXMZITYPWI
I think it is an interesting way to understand the evolution of photo-book making,
because the thematics somehow remains unchanged, when the way we look at
them is constantly evolving. After all, Alec Soth’s 7PIITMRKF]XLI1MWWMWWMTTMpublished
in 2004, or even Patterson’s 6IHLIEHIH4IGOIV[SSH published in 2011, might be
XIPPMRKWMQMPEVXLMRKWXLER6SFIVX*VERO´W8LI%QIVMGERWVIPIEWIHJSVXLI½VWXXMQIMR

Naturally, this proposition is still motivated by my own interests, and my personal
XEWXIW-XMWEPWSMR¾YIRGIHF]Q]S[RTEXLERHXLITISTPI-QIXSRXLI[E]8LIVI
are tones of good photo-books that I will never see, but I am quite trustful to think
that they would match with one or the other of the proposed categories.
*MREPP]-HIPMFIVEXIP]GLSWIXSI\GPYHIFSSOWXLEXJYP½PPQEMRP]XLIJYRGXMSRSJGEXElogue or monographs, although many of them are great works, they are simply not
interesting enough from a narrative point of view.
I would like to say a short word about the history of photo-books, since most of
the publication I will mention are quite recent, I think it is important to have a brief
RSXMSRSJXLIIZSPYXMSRSJXLITLSXSFSSOQIHMYQJVSQXLI½VWXGVIEXMSRWMRXLI
XLGIRXYV]
In the begging, photo-books were merely assembled photographic prints (black and
white calotypes bound together) for instance in the case of 8LI4IRGMPSJ2EXYVI,
F];MPPMEQ,IRV]*S\8EPFSX   [LMGLMWGSRWMHIVIHEWXLI½VWXTLSXSKVETL]
book, sold to 274 customers). Such books were following a quite rigorous documentary, illustrative, and denotative function.They were inventories, herbariums, collection
of illustrations. But they were also endowed with a great materiality.
The original photo-book function was therefore to create a space to collect images
rather than to tell a story with images. Fine travel books, expedition albums, were
JYP½PPMRKXLIWEQII\TIGXEXMSR34. Photography was at that time a way to discover and
make inventory of the world, so were photo-books.
34 See8LI%VGXMG6IKMSRW (1873)
by William Bradford, an amazingly
I think that this early form of photo-book as travelogue is interesting
beautiful rare book just re-pubto notice because the notion of trip has developed into a model for
lished by MAPP in digital version
narrative recurrent in the entire photo-book production till today.35
Of course each movement and tendency in the history of photogra35 See later: Linear narrative

TL]MR¾YIRGIHXLITLSXSFSSOTVSHYGXMSR-RXLMW[E]6YWWMER%ZERXKEVHIMRXVSduced fascinating photomontage elements and craft in the mass media of publication.
-RXLIWJSVQEPMQTSVXERGIERHXLIMR¾YIRGISJ'SRWXVYGXMZMWQERHXLI2IYI
Sachlichkeit, conferred a particular attention to the design of the photo-book and by
extension to its status of object. Other tendencies, such as Surrealism found in the
book form a fertile ground for experimentation. *EGMPIF]1ER6E]ERH4EYP)PYEVH
 EFPIRHMRKSJWSPEVM^IHTMGXYVIWSJRYHIERHTSIQWMWGIVXEMRP]SRISJXLI
most famous and beautiful example.
Linear narrative
a predominant model
The Americans: 6SFIVX*VERO6SFIVX(IPTMVI4EVMW-RXVS%PEMR&SWUYIX¯ -RXVS.EGO/IVSYEG
American Photographs: ;EPOIV)ZERW8I\X0MRGSPR/MVWXIMR1YWIYQSJ1SHIVR%VX2=
Flagrants Délits:,IRVM'EVXMIV&VIWWSR(IPTMVI)HMXIYV4EVMW¯
Sleeping by the Mississippi: %PIG7SXL8I\XF]%RRI;MPOIW8YGOIVERH4EXVMGME,EQTP7XIMHP

-VIQIQFIV%PIG7SXLWXEVXMRKEWTIIGLSRTLSXSFSSOWPMOIXLMW±[LIR-XLMRO
EFSYXTLSXSFSSOW-XLMRO6SFIVX*VERO²8LEXQMKLXFIXLI[E]ER]SRI[SYPH
start a speech about photo-book. 8LI%QIVMGERW is indeed an unavoidable reference,
always mentioned when it comes to the history of photo-books, at least in the
Western culture.Today this book embodies a narrative that some of us compared to
a sort of cinematic experience. (Although I am still not completely convinced about
the comparison with cinematic narrative), such a way to sequence a book of photograph was for a long time, and is still, a predominant layout.Till the 5 last years, when
more elective forms of narrative spread and became usual.
8LIVIMWEJIIPMRKSJEGSRWXERX¾S[MR8LI%QIVMGERW, with a succession of images of
the same nature that might remind the movie story-line. Although, when I look at
this book, and most of the linear narrative type of books, I have rather an impression
to be sitting in a train, passing through the world. As if the images would be an open
window frame. Always the same frame, always at the same place, and the outside
world would be passing through, recounting its story with characters succeeding
each-other, like encounters along the way. It is the trip TEVI\GIPPIRGI.
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The Americans:
6SFIVX*VERO6SFIVX(IPTMVI4EVMW
-RXVS%PEMR&SWUYIX¯
-RXVS.EGO/IVSYEG

To me, a key element for describing the linear narrative is the feeling of a constant
¾S[, a stable, linear and continuous sense of direction.The reading and the story
tone seems to be following an imaginary horizon line. I could also compare it to a
promenade where the viewer does not get lost. It is the result of the scrolling of
WMQMPEVX]TISJTLSXSKVETLW[MXLEVITIXMXMZIJSVQEXE½\IHPE]SYXERHEGSRWXERX
positioning of images on the page (often with a photograph on the right page of the
book, along with a corresponding caption on the left side).
%QIVMGER4LSXSKVETLWF];EPOIV)ZERW  MWERSXLIVZIV]GPEWWMGEPVIJIVIRGI±E
landmark publication that established the potential of the photographer’s book as
an indivisible work of art”.36 Although from a distance of 75 years, this book looks
very much like a monographic type of publication, where the narrative
36 About Walker Evans %QIVMGER
4LSXSKVETLW exhibited in Moma,
space is rather located into individual images.
.YP]¯.ERYEV]
http://www.moma.org/visit/calendar/exhibitions/1388

American Photographs:
Walker Evans,Text: Lincoln Kirstein,
1YWIYQSJ1SHIVR%VX2=
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I found *PEKVERXW(qPMXWF],IRVM'EVXMIV&VIWWSR  ERMRXIVIWXMRKGEWIFIGEYWI
the book is almost structured as a novel, of 5 chapters, taking place in different
places (Paris, Berlin, Mexico, etc). In addition, inside this sort of world tour, the layout
includes small sequences or grid of images, creating short embedded stories inside
the main story line of the book.
*PEKVERXW(qPMXW, starts with an introduction text, but it is a personal statement by
Cartier Bresson, handwritten, on his perception of the photographer’s responsibility
MR ,IGSQQIRXWSRQEWWQIHMEMR¾YIRGIWERHSYVHYX]±XSRSXPIXSYVWIPZIW
separate from what is the world and the human being”.)

Flagrants Délits:
,IRVM'EVXMIV&VIWWSR(IPTMVI)HMXIYV
4EVMW¯
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When I looked at Soth’s 7PIITMRKF]XLI1MWWMWWMTTM, it struck me how this book although it is quite recent and certainly a pillar in the photo-book world - follows an
extremely linear narrative logic, and a very classical construction. I think that 7PIITMRK
F]XLI1MWWMWWMTTM is a perfect example of a very solid type of narrative structure as
well as the expression of a leading model for book-making, that really blew up in the
following years (by people like Alec Soth himself).
The book structure is amusingly as classical as classical can be; it starts with a title, an
introduction text, continue through a body of work displaying images on the right
hand side with captions on the left and ends on an essay, a biography of the photographer and his quite detailed acknowledgements. For me, it shows a pure example of
the traditional ingredients of the photo-book composition. (This said, when I worked
on my book in 2012, all those elements were not necessarily included, but nevertheless discussed with the publisher.)
The story of 7PIITMRKF]XLI1MWWMWWMTTM follow the track of the Mississippi river. It does
not only develop along the spatial line traced by the river, but also follows a temporal linearity. Indeed, the book starts upstream in Minnesota in winter time, and ends
down stream in Louisiana in summer time.
That type of linear structure, either following the passing of time or the unfolding of
a spatial trajectory on a map is part of the regular narrative tool to keep the viewer
JSPPS[MRKEGIVXEMRHMVIGXMSR[LIXLIVXLMWWIRWISJHMVIGXMSRMWHMVIGXP]MHIRXM½EFPI
or not.

Sleeping by the Mississippi:
Alec Soth,Text by Anne Wilkes Tucker
ERH4EXVMGME,EQTP7XIMHP
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Fractured narrative
from trail narrative to dreamlike narrative
Readheaded Peckerwood: Christian Patterson, 1st edition, Booklet essay by Luc Sante and Karen Irvine, Mack - 2011
Lick Creek Line: 6SR.YHI&SSOPIXIWWE]F]2MGLSPEW1YIPPRIV1EGO
Casa de Campo: Antonio M. Xoubanova, text by Luis Lopez Navarro, Mack -2013
Illuminance: 6MROS/E[EYGLMXI\XF](EZMH'LERHPIV%TIVXYVI/ILVIV

-RJEPPSJ'LVMWXMER4EXXIVWSRTYFPMWLIHXLI½VWXIHMXMSRSJ6IHLIEHIH4IGOIV
[SSH, the book became a reference inspiring the photo-book makers of all over the
world. Soon it also created a rupture in the perception of photo-book making and
maybe little liberation, although there has always been artists experimenting and doing stunning art pieces with the book form. Patterson’s book is not so revolutionary,
FYXSRILEWXSEHQMXXLEXMXSTIRIHSVWMKRM½GERXP]GSRXVMFYXIHXSSTIREGIVXEMR
path towards a more eclectic form of narrative.
6IHLIEHIH4IGOIV[SSH assembles images of very different nature: still-life, night
shots, road trip, documents, archive images, etc, yet in a consistent whole, and bound
together in a strong story. Despite the complex and fractured body of work with a
variety of genres, formats, and small inserts in the book, the photographs roll out a
very narrative sequence.The book’s story line follows the escape of the protagonists
across Nebraska to the point of their arrest in Wyoming. It follows a precise trajectory, although it was intentionally broken and re-built by the photographer in order to
create a confusing narrative that would not be illustrating literally the run away of the
protagonists Charles Starkweather and Caril Ann Fugate. Patterson’s book is a good
example of fragmented narrative that comprises a HIITREVVEXMZMX] because it refers
to an original existing story, and develops as a photographic plot.

Readheaded Peckerwood:
Christian Patterson, 1st edition, Booklet
essay by Luc Sante and Karen Irvine,
Mack - 2011
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Examples like'EWEHI'EQTS or 0MGO'VIIO0MRI, are not completely eclectic, they
both contain quite homogeneous images, but within an elaborate and subtile rhythm.
In both books the narrative follows a path, or a trapper in the forest of Idaho (0IIO
'VIIO0MRI), a walker in the park near Madrid ('EWEHI'EQTS).The viewer walks
directly in the footsteps of the narrator - the photographer, nevertheless the tension
VIQEMRWEPSRKXLI±TVSQIREHI²ERHXLIWXSV]VL]XLQMWGLERKMRKGSRWXERXP]WSQItimes it jumps, speeds up, slows down, hesitates, stops.

Lick Creek Line:
6SR.YHI&SSOPIXIWWE]F]2MGLSPEW
Muellner, Mack - 2012
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37 See chapter: Narrative structure
and leitmotiv

Casa de Campo:
Antonio M. Xoubanova, text by Luis
Lopez Navarro, Mack -2013

ThePIMXQSXMZ, mentioned earlier37 is nicely perceptible in XoubanoZE´WFSSO*VSQXLI½VWXSTIRMRKWIUYIRGISJWTVIEHWXLITEXLMW
XLIVIFIX[IIRHV][IIHWERHTMRIRIIHPIW*VSQXLEX½VWXWIGXMSR
of images the author suggests that the story takes place along the
beaten path - of Casa de Campo.Then we can meet and experience
EPPOMRHSJTISTPIWXVERKILETTIRMRKWSVMRWMKRM½GERXHIXEMPWFYXXLI
trail always reapers.
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I like to say that -PPYQMRERGIMWPMOIE½VI[SVOERSYXTSYVMRKSJMQEKIW-X´WREVVEXMZI
I\TIVMIRGIMW¾YMHERHIZEWMZIHIWTMXIEWIUYIRGISJMQEKIWQIIXMRKEP[E]W[MXLMR
the same format and frame.The narrative does not follow any character, it is nevertheless a story, in the world of Kawauchi, perhaps in her mind, an exploration of
texture and sensations too, like a whirl of life - EFSYXlife and what governs it.
Sometimes images repeat them-self, or complete each-other in almost similar
HMTX]GLSREWTVIEHFVMRKMRKWSQIWIQFPERGISJWXVYGXYVIMRXLILE^EVHSYW¾S[SJ
images.The sensation is close to the experience of a dream, half awake, half unconscious, stirring.
At the end of -PPYQMRERGI, David Chandler comments on his daughter and him
PSSOMRKEXXLIFSSOXSKIXLIVF]GLERGI±[IWIIQIHXSFIJSVXLI½VWXXMQIMRQER]
years replaying the reading of a bed-time story, that almost forgotten daily ritual and
imaginative journey that had always felt like some kind of preparation for the life
ahead, an introduction to its joy and perils.”

Illuminance:
6MROS/E[EYGLMXI\XF](EZMH'LERHPIV
Aperture / Kehrer - 2011
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Anti-narrative
or counter-narrative
Le Luxe6SI)XLVMHKI1EGO¯
Vanilla Partner: 8SVFNSVR6SHPERH1EGO

Last year, at the Aperture symposium on Latin-American photo-book, i remember
SRISJXLIKYIWXPIGXYVIVWGPEMQIHXLEX±ETLSXSFSSOEMQWEXTYXXMRKMQEKIWXSKIXLer in order to create sense.”Yet, I thought at that time, some of them seem to look
for non-sense.
In this category I would like to propose two examples of books whose sense is on my opinion, non-sense.There is a narrative structure, but also a deliberate wish
to not be leading to any story. Or rather to lead to a confusional experience which
eventually could be the story. Or as the publisher says about 0I0Y\I±)XLVMHKI´WGSRsistent undermining of his own certainties.”The composition of a book like 0I0Y\I is
indeed quite extreme in terms of undermined certainties. It is extraordinarily eclectic,
mixing personal images, with newspaper cuts or screen shots, creating a chaos very
well thought and organized around a backdrop that seem to be derived from a
commission work of architecture on a building in downtown Manhattan.The role of
WYGLEREVVEXMZIMWQE]FI½VWXXSUYIWXMSRXLI[E]MQEKIWGSI\MWXMRXLIFSSOJSVQ
pushing the limit of the photo-book story telling so far, jus to see what happens to
the story.
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Le Luxe6SI)XLVMHKI1EGO¯

:ERMPPE4EVXRIV is certainly a bit more homogenous body of work than 0I0Y\I, when
looking at the style of the work.The sequence is very good and the relation
between the images and is based on a careful play of image associations. Although
the story - strictly speaking, remains hard to grasp, the main themes are quite
evident: body materiality, recurrent sexual representations, awkwardness with odd
images slightly uncomfortable but aesthetically very impelling.
;MXLLMWFSSO8SVFNSVR6SHPERHWIIQWXSKSEJXIVXLIWEQIGLEPPIRKIWXLER6SI
Ethridge, the same desire to disturb, to create a quite pleasant feeling of confusion, to
loose the viewer in his own experience, tracing question marks rather than suggesting answers.

Vanilla Partner:
8SVFNSVR6SHPERH1EGO
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Vanilla Partner is like an
intriguing friend. Almost a friend,
that you still don’t know after
months if it’s a good or bad friend.
So you dance on a thin line,
amused, captivated, trustful and
ready for a fall
- Anne Golaz

Diaristic narrative
or autobiographic narrative
Raised by Wolves: .MQ+SPHFIVKXI\XWF].+SPHFIVK7GEPS4YFPMWLIVW¯
In the Shadow of things: 0qSRMI,EQTXSRXI\XWF]0,EQTXSR HMEPSKYIW 'SRXVEWXS&SSOW¯
La Ferme du Garet6E]QSRH(ITEVHSRXI\XWF]6E]QSRH(ITEVHSR)HMXMSRW'EVVq¯

This is the category that leaves me the most uncertain, because the diary-like
HMQIRWMSRSJXLSWI[SVOWXIRHWXSFIEPWSVIPEXIHXSXLIMVWTIGM½GXLIQIW
Nevertheless, I think it is right to identify a type of story-telling in photo-books that
is driven by an autobiographic or diary-entry approach.Those narratives function
[MXLXLIWTIGM½GMX]SJMRZSPZMRKXLIREVVEXSV EYXLSVTLSXSKVETLIV HMVIGXP]EWE
character of the story - which does not mean that he/she is directly represented on
the photographs. In 8YPWEF]0EVV]'PEVO  XLEX-[MPPRSXMPPYWXVEXILIVIXLI
photographer is not visible in the images, but he is so closely involved and part of the
PMJISJLMW±WYFNIGX²XLEXLIFIGSQIWGSRWIUYIRXP]TEVXSJXLIMQEKI-XLMROXLEXXLMW
relation of proximity between the photographer and his subject somehow favors
the viewer to enter into the story, because of a strong feeling of authenticity due
to the personal involvement of the author. -R6EMWIHF];SPJ, Jim Goldberg does not
retell directly his own story either, but he is personally very involved with the kids he
photographs.The photographic material is mixed with reported dialogues, Polaroids, letters and directly handwritten comments of the kids on their experiences or
visions of life.

Raised by Wolves:
Jim Goldberg, texts by J.Goldberg, Scalo
4YFPMWLIVW¯
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From the perspective of the discourse, diary-entry narratives tend to include elements of intimate life, such as family photos, drawings, reproduction of letters or
personal handwritten notes. Aesthetically these inputs give an intimate and truthful
tone to the story. And if there is -or would be, a voice to the narrative it would
GIVXEMRP]YWIXLIJSVQ±-²XSREVVEXIMX
-R8LI7LEHS[SJ8LMRKW0qSRMI,EQTXSRYWIWLIVJEQMP]FEGOKVSYRHERHLIVQSXLIV
EWQEMRGLEVEGXIV%RMRXIVIWXMRKEWTIGXGSQIWEXXLIIRHSJXLIFSSO[LIVI,EQTton transcribed recorded dialogue of the family members, including herself in the
cast of the characters, ([Bron] Mother, [David] Stepfather, [Domino] Sister, [Jake]
&VSXLIV?0qSRMIA1I?1EVXMRA,YWFERH?8LISA'EX 

In the Shadow of things:
0qSRMI,EQTXSRXI\XWF]0,EQTXSR
(dialogues), Contrasto Books – 2011

0E*IVQIHY+EVIXMWXLI½VWXTLSXSFSSOXLEX-VIQIQFIVLEZMRKVIEPP]IRKEKIH
with, when I was not even thinking of what a photo-book could be.This book looks
actually like a brochure and has none of the precious properties of the actual photo-book trend. Depardon combined old photographs of the farm where he grew up,
with more recent clichés of the same place, retelling like this the story of this site, his
family destiny, and his own process to become a photographer.
3JGSYVWI-MHIRXM½IHQ]WIPJIEWMP]XSXLMW[SVOWMQTP]FIGEYWISJQ]TIVWSREPWXSV]
&YX-XLMROMXMWERMRXIVIWXMRKI\EQTPITYFPMWLIHMR[LIRXLIXIRHIRG][EW
not yet so common to make books combining archive images, family album pictures,
GSRXEGXWLIIXWXSKIXLIV[MXLZIV]½RITLSXSKVETLWERHTIVWSREPRSXIW8LIFSSO
format is also quite small and intimate (ca 18x24cm) and really functions as an object
in itself.The text written by Depardon himself in a very modest and quiet style,
comments sometimes directly on the photos, and bring to the viewer pieces of the
family life, expressing the author’s attachment to this farm.
(I like particularly the cover, made from the original collages that Depardon had
TMRRIHYTXSLMW½VWXPEFSVEXSV]HSSVEXXLI+EVIXJEVQ 

La Ferme du Garet:
6E]QSRH(ITEVHSRXI\XWF]6E]QSRH
(ITEVHSR)HMXMSRW'EVVq¯
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Experimental narrative
the materiality of the book
Broken Manual: Alec Soth, Steidl - 2010
A head with wings: Anouk Kruithof, Little Brown Mushroom - 2012
Nine Nameless Mountains: Maanantai, texts by Maanantai, Kehrer – 2013
Iris Garden: edited by Alec Soth, photographs: William Gedney, texts: John Cage, Little Brown Mushroom – 2013

There is a nice space in the market of photo-books - especially via self publishing,
for experimental types of books. I think this goes together with the actual fetishism
of the photo-book, and its SFNIGXLSSH The importance of its physical form, together
with the consistence of the conceptual realization and the design properties. Some
books make a distinctly better use of the material possibilities of the medium than
others.
8LI½VWXJSPPS[MRKI\EQTPIMWQ]JEZSYVMXISRI&VSOIR1ERYEPby Alec Soth is on
my mind well expressing the possible completeness of a photo-book. Just the title
says already a lot about the book form. It actually looks more like a FVSOIRQERYEP
than a photo-book.To me, the outstanding and experimental aspect of this book
is the great match between the form of the book and its content, but also a subtle
contrast between a soft used and cheap cover and the high quality of the images
printed inside the book.The sequence of the images is also built on the difference
SJREXYVISJXLIMQEKIW FPEGO [LMXIWQEPPGSPSVMQEKIW[MXLKPSWW]TEVXMEPZEVRMWL
large full spread images in foldouts etc).
The text relates 16 steps, how to escape the world on the model of a guide book
(Lester B. Morrison’s broken manual, who is (perhaps) an imaginary character , an
extension of the author and his publishing business Little Brown Mushroom). &VSOIR
1ERYEl is a playful hide-and-seek game, as well as a smart comment on (American)
contemporary society.
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Broken Manual:
Alec Soth, Steidl - 2010

%,IEH;MXL;MRKWGSQFMRIWJSPHMQEKIWERHXI\XMREGSQTPI\ERH[IPPVIEPM^IH
design, the narrative follows a single character in a surrealist world of collages and
paper folds.

If an acid trip could be distilled
into a book form, it would look
like this
- From Aperture Photobook Review, vol 2, fall 2012
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With 2MRI2EQIPIWW1SYRXEMRW, we worked with Maanantai on the concept of a
common authorship, where the story generated by 8 photographers is presented
and mixed in one single work.The result is a rich combination of images (analogical
and digital, video stills, drawing, reproductions found object and pieces of paper, etc)
PMOIEREFWYVHXVEZIPHMEV]ERHEVI¾IGXMSRSRXLIEVXMWXJYRGXMSRERHF]I\XIRWMSRE
poetical metaphor for life. Some image have been interpreted or realized by several
people together, the book is thus the result of 16 eyes authorship, and was literally
sequenced collectively.
I perceive it as a challenging and experimental type of narrative, and a quite daring project. Especially for a book that is not a self-published, since it does not even
mention any author’s name, and follow with integrity the work’s concept beyond the
traditional ways of photo-book making.
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Nine Nameless Mountains:
Maanantai, texts by Maanantai, Kehrer
2013

The last example I would like to show in the experimental narrative chapter, is -VMW
+EVHIR which combines images of the photographer William Gedney with texts
by the author-composer John Cage.The book is actually edited and the story was
conceptualized by Alec Soth, and published by Little Brown Mushroom.
8LIVIMWEWXVERKIXLMRKLETTIRMRKMRXLMWFSSO MXMWEGXYEPP]EGSQFMREXMSRSJ¾ET
images and foldouts together in an unbound package) as if there was a distance
between all the elements that compose it (texts and images), and nevertheless they
seem to be very well connected by something that is hard to tell (and probably
generated by the editor’s intention).There is man just standing in the street, while his
aunt is doing her laundry commenting on her husband, while someone is strangely
walking on someone’s back somewhere else far away, while the train always stops at
the same place, at the same time. Furthermore the narrative of -VMW+EVHIR is changeable and relative to the number of possibilities that the unbound collection of images
provide. Nevertheless, inside the whole story, there is a precise sequence of photographs representing Cage himself, during a mushroom hunt, and back home with the
mushroom basket.This sequence provide a main track and a chronological backdrop
for the whole story.
All that renders a nice sense of elusiveness, but also a quite odd perception of the
intangible connection between a random individual and the rest of the world. As
if everything that is pictured and written in this book could have happened right
while the main character is doing his mushroom walk, as if he was thinking out-loud
walking with his basket, when his thoughts and the rest of the world simultaneously
go on.
My resulting impression is that Alec Soth built -VMW+EVHIRaccomplishing the visual
REVVEXMZIGLEPPIRKISJ'EKIW´MRXIRXMSRW±MRTYXXMRKXLIWXSVMIWXSKIXLIVMRERYRplanned way (...) to suggest that all things -stories, incidental sounds from the environment, and, by extension, beings -are related...”37
37 John Cage, in the imprint page
of Iris Garden, edited by Alec
Soth, published by Little Brown
Mushroom in 2013.
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Iris Garden:
edited by Alec Soth, photographs:
William Gedney, texts: John Cage, Little
Brown Mushroom – 2013

Meta narrative
A Shimmer of Possibility: Paul Graham, SteidlMack - 2007
La Montagne Dorée: Myriam Ziehli, text by M.Ziehli, self-published – 2013

What I intend in the term QIXEnarrative, is a narrative aiming essentially at expressing narrativity and its functioning. It is not exactly the case of %7LMQQIVSJ4SWWMFMPMX]
by Paul Graham, but these books (12 altogether) were for me one of the strongest
experience of narrative in the photo-book medium. I perceive this work -especially
in the book form, as a real embodiment of the act of looking. It is more about the
perception of the sensation of the world, in a very photographic thinking, than a
representation of what really happens in the world.
In %7LMQQIVSJ4SWWMFMPMX]there is a particular rendering of the experience of time
and space, or rather the encounter of both. It reminds movie-editing, cross-cutting
orQSRXEKIEPXIVRq (a juxtaposition of shots from different places, but suggesting the
temporal continuity of the sequence -suggesting that both actions happen simultaneously).
The books actually propose 4 different types of story-line experimentation:The SRI
TMGXYVIREVVEXMZI (one book is actually made of 8 pages and one single image only38),
the SRI[SVPHREVVEXMZI, combining 1 type of several images (1 type of
38 See illustration on the next
page
scene, a sequence of images belonging to the same place), the [SVPHW
REVVEXMZI 2 types of scenes alternating simultaneously (images from 2
different places suggesting that both depicted actions happen separately but at the
same time) and XLIQYPXMTPI[SVPHREVVEXMZI, a succession of several types of scenes
FIPSRKMRKXSHMJJIVIRXTPEGIWIRXERKPIHMRSRI½REPWXSV]PMRI
I perceive 7LMQQIVSJ4SWWMFMPMX] as the most subtle, rigorous and rousing work of
story-telling in photo-books.
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A Shimmer of Possibility:
Paul Graham, SteidlMack - 2007

I saw Myriam’s work 0E1SRXEKRI(SVqIJSVXLI½VWXXMQIE]IEVEKSFIJSVIWLI
graduated from the school of photography in Vevey. I found her approach of the
narrative construction -or rather the deconstruction of the narrative, very interesting.
She literally dissects the story of 0E1SRXEKRI(SVqI, by creating distinctive categories
of narrative elements, as many suggestions accompanying the script of a movie or a
theatre play.The story is written at the begging of the book, but visually decomposed
into possible props (stones, wood, divers), casting of characters (the goat, the citizens:
bailiff, shepherds, the extras), costumes (of the devil, of the shepherds, etc) and sets
(background sceneries).
;LEX1]VMQE>MILPMTVSTSWIWMWHI½RMXIP]EGSQQIRXSRXLIREVVEXMZMX]MXWIPJ,IV
work is a back-to-front approach of the narrative construction, she starts from the
whole story and continues going back before the sequencing action, to display the
narrative individual parts and possibilities. Eventually, she also articulates the difference and relations between the main story and its multitude of possible narratives.
She also suggests that the viewer, and his imagination, is an important part of the
story-making process.

La Montagne Dorée:
Myriam Ziehli, text by M.Ziehli,
self-published – 2013
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Conclusion

VI¾IGXMSR SJETMRIGSRIMREQMVVSV
Photo-books have a long tradition of story-telling, which unfolds through thousands
SJTEKIWERH¾EXSV¾SEXMRKMQEKIW8LMWXVEHMXMSRHMJJIVWJVSQTPEGIXSTPEGIEVSYRH
the world, from one editor to another around a table, from one mind to another
in the eye’s beholding.Yet the photo-book has an inherent, narrative character, even
if we can’t quite say what it is at any moment. Some books meet the challenge of
completeness; they reach a subtle balance between form and content. But it’s not
always that way, and who would want it to be? A narrative can be innovative, engaging or mind blowing without being all that striking in its physical form as a book. To
gauge the true impact, the place to concentrate is perhaps on the viewer: what role,
what space is made for the viewer/reader to imagine and take control of the narrative? That is maybe how to judge the true character of any book.
Eventually, I wrote this text like someone looking at herself in the mirror. It took a bit
more time though. But I wanted it to be like this, like a straight gaze into the mirror.
.YWXEVI¾IGXMSRSJ[LEX-XLMRO-ORS[SJ[LIVI-EQRS[[LIVIQ]MRXIVIWXWPMI
where I spent my days, my money, my attention, during the last few years. And who
ORS[W[LIVIEPPXLSWIXLMRKW[MPPKSRS[#,STIJYPP]ERHMREPPTVSFEFMPMX]MRXSSXLIV
photo-books.
6SFIVX1G0MEQ;MPWSRFIKERSRISJQ]JEZSYVMXIRSZIPWF][VMXMRKXLEX±EPPWXSVMIW
EVIPSZIWXSVMIW²8SXLMWEJVMIRHSJQMRIERW[IVIH±4LSXSFSSOWEVIEFSYXPSZI
because they are based on the eye’s desire.” Maybe. I don’t know. But what is certain
is that every book and every picture-fold forever closes up a story, whether it is a
chapter of life or the wink of an eye.
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